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Preface
Composed in 2020, DRUMROLL is a sound art piece composed for 8 snare drums. Under the
restrictions of the global pandemic, artist duo LOW PROFILE and percussionist Richard Sharp worked
together digitally to create this work. The intent of the work is to create multiple environments for
the listener using textural changes within a drum roll. As the work progresses the listener will be
exposed to a variety of sensations, from calming waves to thunderous rainfall.
LOW PROFILE and Richard Sharp began working together in 2018 following an open-call that LOW
PROFILE made to find drummers local to Plymouth (UK), who would be interested in playing and
composing with extended drum rolls. They worked together in a stop-start way over two years to
develop DRUMROLL, with the final culmination of this work happening remotely during successive
UK Covid-19 lockdowns in 2020.
A multi-track recorded version of DRUMROLL (where Richard performed all 8 drummers’ parts) was
first released and distributed as an audio artwork online on New Year's Eve 2020 to form a shared
(but geographically dispersed) listening event.
This score presents the work in a manner that would enable a percussion ensemble to perform the
work. Due to the nature of the work, extra care must be taken to familiarise the players with the
mechanics of each section.
It is exciting to imagine that groups of percussionists could now get together to perform DRUMROLL
live using this score. We hope this score gives you the tools you need to do this!
For more information about DRUMROLL and an interview with the collaborators, see
we-are-low-profile.com/drumroll
If you are planning to perform DRUMROLL, or if you would like to listen to the existing recording, we
would love to hear from you! Please get in touch via hellolowprofile@gmail.com

Credits and Acknowledgments
DRUMROLL (2020) 26:40min
DRUMROLL is made in collaboration and co-authored by LOW PROFILE and Richard Sharp.
Composition & Score: Richard Sharp
Sound Mixing/Mastering: Neil Rose
Production Support: Flock South West
Additional Illustrations & Graphic Design: LOW PROFILE
DRUMROLL has been made with the support of our 143 backers on Crowdfunder, and using public
funding by the National Lottery through Arts Council England.
LOW PROFILE worked with a number of partners to help distribute DRUMROLL to their audiences so
as many people as possible could find out about & experience the work. This partnership echoes
LOW PROFILE’s desire to make work that creates alternative systems of ecology, that are built on
generosity and working with others.
With thanks to our distribution partners:
a space arts (Southampton); Airspace Gallery (Stoke-on-Trent); Aspex Gallery (Portsmouth);
Broadway Studio & Gallery (Letchworth); Drift Records (Totnes); Exeter Phoenix (Exeter); Holden
Gallery (Manchester); In Certain Places (Preston); Look Again (Aberdeen); Newlyn Art Gallery & The
Exchange (Penzance); Plymouth Culture (Plymouth); Soundart Radio (Totnes); Take A Part
(Plymouth); The Silver Stream on Soho Radio (London); and Visual Art South West.

Layout and Instrumentation
To perform this work, eight snare drums are to be arranged inwards in a circular motion around the
audience. Players are numbered from 1 to 8, with player 1 seated in the most northerly position. It is
integral that the players are located exactly as demonstrated in fig.1.

fig.1: Layout of DRUMROLL (2020)

The size of the circle will be dictated by two primary factors. The size of the audience and the extent
to which the room reverberates. To maintain clarity in more reverberant or acoustically challenging
spaces, the diameter of the circle should be reduced to give the audience members a clearer direct
sound. A diameter of between 6 to 8 meters should be a sufficient starting point for most standard
venues. Experimentation may be required in specific spaces to optimise the performance.

Snare drum choice and tuning
Many sections within this work rely on tone. Therefore, it is advised that performers avoid using
choked snare drums or high-tension (HTS) snare drums. The ideal snare drum choice for this work
would be a 14” x 6.5” brass snare drum with a single ply coated head. Dampening CAN be used to
control the tone but must NOT eradicate the timbre of the shell. Brass snare drum shells tend to
offer a balance of crisp articulation with the warmth of a wooden shell, making it the ideal choice for
this work. Alternatively, copper, aluminium or steel could be used. Ensure that ALL snare drums are
tuned reasonably close in pitch at the mid-register of the drum; if one or two snare drums stand out
from the ensemble, the effect will be hindered, since blending the ensemble will not easily be
achieved.

Tempo and meter
Due to the nature of the work, it is illogical to bind players to a fixed tempo and time signature. The
intent of the work is to paint imagery in sound. Therefore, tempo is dictated by a set of rules that
ultimately generate an evocative environment for the listener. All 8 players are reliant on one
centralised point of time, a clock/ stopwatch. Sections are then split down into moments within that

time, and players are instructed to react accordingly to their given role. Using the central point of
time, teamwork and communication, the performance is delivered. During some sections,
time-signature does exist. Players will be asked to perform a repeated motif in a particular
time-signature. The tempo of which is decided by the designated player. To avoid sections becoming
too rhythmic, players are instructed to join in with conflicting motifs, these are moments where
tempo does exist, and extra care needs to be taken to ensure that the ensemble is working together
in order to build the appropriate level of phasing. Unless otherwise stated, tempo is to be ignored
and faith in the clock and teamwork is to be kept. Players will be prompted by timings within the
“score” to remind them that the texture is about to change, therefore they are to react accordingly.
A final consideration to bear in mind when performing this work, is the prolonged periods of time in
which a closed roll is played. Multiple players will be asked to play a closed roll in unison with one
another. During these moments, it is vital that the ensemble does not fall into a rhythm where all
players are rolling at the same tempo. The roll needs to blend.

Teamwork
Teamwork is a key factor in a successful performance of DRUMROLL (2020). Many of the models are
initiated in various directions. It is important that each player has an awareness of other players
roles within the ensemble since you may be reacting based upon someone else. Furthermore, some
models are played at a reduced dynamic, therefore having some form of visual clarity and
communication is helpful to the ensemble, E.g. Using eye contact to alert someone of your entry.
The performance of DRUMROLL (2020) is very physically demanding. Percussionists are required to
continue a closed roll for an uncomfortable period of time. Teamwork can be employed at
appropriate times to alleviate tension for those who require it. For example, if the whole ensemble is
playing together in unison at a fortissimo dynamic, providing you are not critical in the movement of
that section, an individual player could diminuendo, pause, then crescendo back into the ensemble.
The overall output of the ensemble is of most importance, therefore, working as a team can
facilitate individual rest to prevent hindrance later in the performance. In addition to this, working as
a team will help graduate crescendos. If one or two players act as a soloist, they may drive the
dynamics too soon and other players may be inclined to follow. Then, the difficulty becomes a case
of stamina. To combat this, be mindful of how you support the overall output, and help others in
making a collective sound.

Reading the score
Each section of the work will be presented to each player in 5 elements:
Overview – Description of the effect
Illustration – Visual aid to communicate the direction
Role – This will explain how you fit into the ensemble, who you need to listen to, and how you react.
Notation – What is required to play. This will be notated as closely as possible if the section requires
it. This will also instruct which playing area of the drum is required. The shaded rectangle denoted
the location of the snares and the shaded circle denotes the playing area on the batter head where
each section should be played.
Timeline – This will be used as a guide to follow through with the central timer. During long sections
of graded dynamics, it is common practice to use all the time stated to adjust to the new dynamic.

See example below - *EXAMPLE* Circular Motion (0:00 – 3:12)
Overview –
For this section, accents are passed around the audience in a clockwise direction. Player 1 will
initiate the movement by accenting a closed buzz roll at given time stamps. It is the responsibility of
the remaining players to imitate the accent sequentially creating the effect of a 3-dimensional echo
around the audience (Clockwise).

Role - As player 2 you will be the first to imitate. Be sure to have an awareness of the given speeds in
which each pass is notated in the timeline. i.e. slow, moderate. You are the player that creates that
interval in time, so it is important that this is done correctly. A moderate “pass” would be considered
somewhere in the region of 120 bpm with each beat representing the movement from one player to
the next. Player 3, to your left, will imitate directly after you. The speed of movement does not have
to be exact, or fixed to a tempo, this should be avoided, a more natural agreement upon the
ensemble is favourable.
Notation – The accented roll could be expressed like the following example:

Although this is unclear in terms of tempo, that is okay. Player 1 may decide to extend the accent/s
over a stretched period. It is the task of the remaining players to echo this around the audience.
Once you have played your response, always return to a closed roll at the given dynamic on the
timeline.

Playing areas -

During this section we need to have a balance of shell resonance and snare response. Thus, playing
the snare drum slightly off-centre will be the ‘sweet spot’ for this section.

Timeline 0:00—1:29

Closed roll from piano to mezzo-forte, (p-mf)

1:30—1:49

Closed roll from mezze-forte to forte, (mf-f)

1:50

1st pass– forte—Slow

1:51—2:19

Closed roll from forte to mezzo-piano, (f-mp)

2:20

2st pass– mf—moderate

2:21—2:44

Closed roll at mp

2:45

3rd pass– mf—Very Slow

2:36—3:12

Closed roll, Diminuendo to pianissimo, (pp)

Reading the score (Continued)
In summary, using this example as a reference, player 2 has all the information they require to
perform this section. They will look at the timeline and make a mental note of the landmarks
relevant to him/her. At these points, player 2 will be listening carefully to player 1 to their right. In
this case, they are to imitate what player 1 plays at the appropriate tempo. If any player gets lost, it
is suggested that they continue to play a closed roll at an appropriate dynamic, blend into the
ensemble, and relocate themselves at the text time stamp in the table. Individual scores will be
given to all players. Each section is fully explained using the tables, diagrams and notation. It is
advised that prior to attempting this work, players should study these sections and rehearse them
with the ensemble. Players should be able to just follow the master table given at the end of each
individual score, this combines all time stamps for all section, and can be placed on a music stand.

Performance Consideration
Firstly, before attempting to perform this work, all 8 players should have the facility to be able to
interchange between closed rolls and open double-stroke rolls. This is a technical skill which will be
important throughout the work. In Addition, some players will be required to maintain a
semi-quavers ostinato figure over the top of a conflicting rhythm. It is essential that players have a
strong awareness of time and their internal clock. During the ostinato section, some players will be
playing in 4/4 time, whilst others will be playing in 3/4. The desired effect is only achieved if the
proper phasing is played correctly. Much of the work is constructed using a long and extended
closed roll, so it is important that players have a well established and relaxed technique to avoid
injury. If you can play both traditional and matched grip, then you are able to swap between grips to
alleviate some of this tension. Finally, ensure that the snare drum is set up in a manner that you can
easily access the throw-off and the snares are easy to locate. Specific playing areas are indicated
throughout the score, so this is important. When performing the work, unless you are told to be
silent, or active as a player to the movement/ accent/ or rhythm within a section, you should always
be playing a closed roll. Throughout this work at least 1 person is ALWAYS rolling. This piece is long,
the best way of approaching this work is to rehearse each section as an ensemble and familiarise
yourself with the mechanics. Once satisfied, the master timetable for each player will guide you
through the work start to finish.

INDIVIDUAL
Player
SCOREs

Player 1 - DRUMROLL (2020)

“Introduction” (0:00 – 4:39)
Overview - The introduction section is essentially a layering up of drum rolls over a long period of
time. The texture and dynamics are steadily built towards a final tutti accent played in the centre of
the drum. Players are gradually introduced in a specified order: 1, 2, 8, 3+7, 4+6, then 5. The texture
and intensity continues to build towards the accent at 4:29. After this accent, all players stop their
rolls with the exceptions of players 4, 5 & 6, who transition the ensemble into the next section with a
controlled diminuendo.
Role – As player 1, you are the first player to open the work, with your entry at 0:44. You must begin
your closed roll very softly and continue to crescendo from pianissimo to fortissimo. (pp-ff) You will
be the chosen player to control this crescendo, it is important not to peak the crescendo too soon,
use the timeline as a guide. The accent at 4:29 will happen exactly on that second, therefore be alert
on the lead up, and count the seconds leading up as if you were playing at 60bpm.
Notation -

Playing areas -

The closed rolls should be played in the suggested area on the (left). The tutti accent needs to have a
short full and fat sound. Therefore, playing the dead spot directly in the centre is advised (right).
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Timeline 0:00 - 0:44

Silence

0:44 - 2:05

Closed roll from pianissimo to mezzo-forte, (pp-mf)

2:05 - 3:11

Closed roll from mezzo-forte to forte, (mf-f)

3:11 – 3:55

Closed roll from forte to fortissimo, (f-ff)

3:55 – 4:29

Closed roll from fortissimo, crescendo towards accent at 4:29

4:29

Accent, centre of drum

4:29 – 4:39

Silence

“Plague of wasps” (4:39 – 6:20)
Overview – During this section, only players 1, 3, 5 and 7 are used to create the movement. This
section creates an effect whereby the listener is somewhat disorientated by quick interjection of
random intensity. The players will roll towards the edge of the drum to emulate a timbre, which
collectively, should embody the sound of wasps moving around the headspace.
Role – As player 1, you will be working with
player 5 to pass the intensity back and forth
(front to rear). When you are asked to
commence this section, your job is to speed up
the roll with a tight grip and play very closely
towards the hoop. At random intervals, you
will be required to interject abrupt swells in
dynamics, returning to your original piano
dynamic in between exposures. These are
decided at players discretion! Listen carefully
to player 5 and stay out the way if they are
swelling, if they are not, you may begin a
sporadic swell. This will help maintain the
feeling of movement from front to rear and
left to right.
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Notation – Here is an example of what an interjection might look like. However, as specified these
swells should be randomised. Avoid using interjects that last longer than 3 seconds.

Playing area – It is important to play the snare drum very
close to the edge away from the snares. The character of
this sound is what generates the timbre required for this
section to work. See example below.

Timeline 4:39 – 5:04

Silence

5:04 – 5:38

Closed roll from ppp to p. Subtle entry

5:38 – 6:10

Commence “Plague of Wasps”, (See guidance notes)

6:10

Stop “Plague of Wasps”

6:10 – 6:20

Continue roll a piano (p) and crescendo to mezzo-piano (mp)
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“Circles moving concurrently” (6:20 – 7:36)
Overview – This section is by far the most challenging for the ensemble to accomplish. Players 7 & 3
(left and right), play an accent together within a roll. This accent is then passed around the ensemble
clock-wise. Consequently, players 4 & 8 are the next pair of players to accent in unison. This motion
is continued clockwise in pairs for a total of 4 complete passes, which consists of 8 accents per
player. The tempo of the accents are initially dictated by the clock, i.e. 1 accent per second/ 60bpm.
However, after one complete pass, the ensemble is to dramatically accelerando at a chosen pace by
the collective. This section ends by returning to the closed roll with a final singular accent being
passed anti-clockwise from player 1.
Role - As player 1 you must be
alerted to accents that are
approaching from the right,
especially player 8. Your job is to
echo this accent to continue the
passing of the accent clockwise. At
the same time, you must also be
aware that you should be in unison
with player 5, as two accents are
ultimately being passed around the
ensemble. (See diagram) Everyone
in the ensemble must practice this
section together to secure the
movement, particularly during the
accelerando. This section concludes
with a singular accent being passed
anti-clockwise from you. (Player 1)
This part is relatively easy as
specific timings will be given for
each players response in the
timeline.
Notation – The accented roll could be expressed like the following example:

The aim is to simply accent part of the roll when required and return to your original dynamic.
Playing areas - During this section we need to have a
balance of shell resonance and snare response. Thus,
playing the snare drum slightly off-centre will be the ‘sweet
spot’ for this section.
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Timeline 6:20 – 6:36

Closed roll at mp – Return slowly to appropriate playing area (See guidance notes)

6:36

“Circles moving concurrently” begins.

6:38

Play accent - mf

6:42

Play accent -mf

6:42

Accelerando - Play remaining 6 accents following ensemble – f –
(See guidance notes)

7:05 – 7:27

Closed roll at mf

7:27

Play accent - f

7:27 - 7:36

Closed roll from mf - pp

“Waves left to right” (7:36 – 8:58)
Overview: During this section, the ensemble creates a sensation where the audience experiences a
number of waves passing over them from left to right. This is achieved by dynamic swells starting
with players 6, 7 & 8. Players 2, 3 & 4 respond by swelling as players 6, 7 & 8 diminuendo. In short,
the two halves of the ensemble do the opposite from each other so the crescendo passes from left
to right. Players 1 & 5 do nothing other than maintain a closed roll at pianissimo (pp).
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Role – Your job as player 1 is to maintain a consistent roll at pianissimo (pp) you do not play an
integral role in this section. There is a total of 6 waves that are scheduled during the timeline, be
aware of these and be prepared for the next section.
Notation: The behaviour of the swells can be expressed in the example below:

Playing area – It is important to play the snare drum closely to the edge
away from the snares. As player 1, you are aiming to have a contrasting
sound from the remainder of the ensemble. Playing towards the edge
will reduce presence and allow for maximum effect during passes.

Timeline 7:36 – 7:43

Closed roll at pp – Move playing area towards edge. (See guidance notes)

7:43

1st wave - continue roll (pp)

7:54

2nd wave - continue roll (pp)

8:03

3rd wave - continue roll (pp)

8:15

4th wave - continue roll (pp)

8:28

5th wave - continue roll (pp)

8:40

6th wave - continue roll (pp)

8:50 – 8:58

Crescendo closed roll from pp - mp
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“Circles - multiple directions” (8:58 – 10:08)
Overview: During the section, accents are passed around the audience in a circular motion. Unlike
the first circular section, the circular accent begins from player 5, and only one accent is passed each
time. There are only three passes of this idea (clockwise, anticlockwise then clockwise). The tempo in
which the accent is passed is stated in the timeline for each pass i.e., moderate, quick etc. Nothing is
played precisely to definite beats per minute, so an agreement must be made by the ensemble on
tempo.

Role – As player 1, you will be the 5th player to play the accent, both clockwise and anticlockwise.
Timings will be given in the score for each pass, you will react immediately after the players to your
left and right. (2 & 8)
Notation – The accented roll could be expressed like the following example:

The aim is to achieve a short accent in response to player 5 at the correct time.

Playing areas - During this section we need to have a balance of shell
resonance and snare response. Thus, playing the snare drum slightly
off-centre will be the ‘sweet spot’ for this section.
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Timeline 8:58 – 9:03

Closed roll – mp - Move to appropriate playing area for section. (See guidance notes)

9:03

1st pass clockwise - mf - Slow

9:17

2nd pass anticlockwise - f - Quick

9:32

3rd pass clockwise - mf - moderate

9:39 – 10:08

Diminuendo from mp to pp

10:08

Stop - Silence

“Waves left to right - transition” (10:08– 11:21)
Overview – This section behaves in the same way to “Waves left to right”. This section is constructed
as a moment of respite to segue into the next section. Only players 3, 7 and 5 are active during this
section. 3 “waves” are passed from player 7 to player 3 and timings will be given in the timeline.
Player 5 will simply continue to roll to provide an anchor for this section.

Role – TACET – Remaining players should prepare for the next section
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“Choral” (11:21– 13:13)
Overview – The choral section is a section where players are layered back up into the ensemble. The
blend of engaged and disengaged snares is adopted to create a homogenous chord like character.
Players 2, 4, 6 & 8 are to disengage their snares and perform a passing of an accented motif
between themselves. The accent begins with player 8, then 2, then 4, then 6. As this cycle continues
in a clockwise manner (returning to 8 and repeating cycle), the speed steadily increases as the
dynamics begin to grow. Metaphorically, like a helicopter blade building up momentum. Players 1, 3,
5 & 7 are simply added at different points to thicken the texture, they will act as the underlining
drum roll anchor. All 4 disengaged players play a sudden accent at precisely 12:30. The ensemble
crescendo together and more players are added. Then, the ensemble heads towards a final tutti
accent at 13:13, which concludes the section.

Role: As player 1, you will re-enter the ensemble at 11:54 with a soft piano (p) closed roll. This roll
will continue to grow in dynamics until your sudden forte (f) accent at 13:13. You are not integral to
the movement within this section.
Notation – N/A
Playing areas:
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Players 2, 4, 6 & 8 are to play their rolls with each hand spaced apart just off-centre. (See left
diagram.) The aim is to achieve maximum resonance from the shell. Playing the roll more open with
slightly more space between notes will help encourage resonance. Playing too far from the centre or
too closely will result in a dead or thin timbre. The remaining players, who have engaged snares, are
to play in the balanced playing area slightly off-centre from the snares. (see right diagram.)
Timeline 11:21 – 11:54

Silence

11:54

Closed roll – p – Move to appropriate playing area. (See guidance notes)

11:54 – 12:30

Closed roll crescendo from p to mf

12:30 – 13:13

Closed roll crescendo from mf to ff

13:13

Abrupt accent (sf) then silence

“Flutters” (13:13 – 16:26)
Overview – This is one of the longer sections in this work. The aim of the “flutter” section is to create
an atmosphere for the listener where small “flutter-like” interjections bounce around the ensemble.
This is achieved by individual players abruptly breaking into small open double-stroke roll
exposures. These interjections only last for 1 crotchet, at the hand speed in which the player is
rolling. Players participating in these interjections (1, 2, 4, 5, 6 & 8), will be given an interval in time
i.e. 4 seconds, 5 seconds. They are to watch the clock and interject their double-stroke motifs at
those time intervals when they are asked to “begin flutters”. They are to return to the closed roll
between each exposure. Everything else will be directed by the timeline. Players 7 & 3 will not play
any double stroke rolls, instead they are to provide closed roll texture which will be indicated in the
timeline. It is important not to over-play accents during the double-stroke interjections, the passing
of these exposures should sound textural, rather than rhythmic.

Role – As player 1, you are to interject with a double stroke roll motif every 12 second. Do this when
directed in the timeline. It is important to watch the clock and count carefully. If the second does not
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line up precisely with your leading hand, this is okay. Begin the double stroke roll at the next
available and appropriate hand.
Notation – The interjection would be expressed like this if notated:

Playing

areas -

When playing the double stroke roll exposure, the player should move to a more central and dead
area of the drum. When they are playing the closed roll, they are to return to the original balanced
area of the drum. This will help provide a more articulate and percussive sounding double-stroke roll
without overly increasing the dynamic.
Timeline13:13 – 14:30

Silence

14:30

Begin flutters – mp – 12 second intervals

15:07

Stop flutters

15:07 – 15:15

Closed roll diminuendo from mp to pp

15:15 – 15:29

Closed roll crescendo from pp to mf

15:29

Begin flutters – mf – 12 second intervals

15:58

Stop flutters

15:58 – 16:09

Diminuendo from mf to pp

16:09 – 16:26

Stop - Silence
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“Bee Swarm & Gallop” (16:26 – 17:49)
Overview – This section is perhaps the most technically demanding to play. Players 2, 3, 4 ,6, 7 & 8
will be given an ostinato figure that they are to repeat over a given time period. Some of these
motifs are challenging and players should practice these to make them sound secure. Individual
rhythms are not intended to have a particular tempo. Instead, a tempo range is suggested, players
should avoid locking into each other. The contrasting tempos of each rhythm are applied to create
the overall jarring texture. On a structural basis, it is relatively straightforward. Timings for starting
and stopping the ostinato figures are given in the timeline. Towards the latter stages of this section,
players are directed to break into a closed roll with one hand playing simple single strokes. The buzz
against the single stroke creates a “gallop” texture. Again, timings will be directed in the timeline.
Role – As player 1, you are the first player (alongside player 5) to enter the “gallop” part of this
section at 16:50. Your job is to follow the directions given in the timeline and break into the “gallop”
rhythm given in the notation section. You do not have an ostinato figure and remain silent for the
first third of this section.

Notation -

When you are instructed to begin the “gallop” (Gallop Start), you are required to stop one hand from
creating a “buzz” as part of a closed roll. In the above example we can see that the right hand is no
longer taking part in the closed roll and is simply playing single strokes. This is how the “gallop”
texture is achieved.

Playing areas - During this section we need to have a balance of
shell resonance and snare response. Thus, playing the snare
drum slightly off-centre will be the ‘sweet spot’ for this section.
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Timeline 16:26 – 16:45

Silence

16:45 – 16:50

Closed roll – Crescendo from pp - f

16:50

Start “Gallop” - f

17:00 – 17:30

Continue “Gallop” – Diminuendo from f to p

17:30 – 17:47

Continue “Gallop” – Crescendo from p to f

17:47

Sudden Accent – f – Stop “Gallop”

17:47 – 17:49

Closed roll – Diminuendo to mp

“Samba” (17:49 – 19:03)
Overview - This section and the next section will need to be rehearsed. A complex polyrhythm is
created between the ensemble. All rhythms are played at 130bpm. Player 6 is the first player to
introduce a consistent rhythm, and it is that player who behaves as the metronome. It is absolutely
essential that all players listen to player 6. Player 6 repeats a simple accented rhythm is 3/4 time,
this will be given to individual players on their score. At given points, players are added in either 3/4
or 4/4 time with a different accented rhythm. When instructed in the score, you must wait for beat 1
of player 6 (this will become apparent with notation) and join in at the next available opportunity. Do
not get distracted by other time signatures, play metronomically and stick to your part. Players 1, 3
& 5 provide textural support and do not have an ostinato figure.
Role - As Player 1, you are fading a closed roll out as layers of rhythm are introduced. From this point
forward, you remain silent until the “party time” section. Be aware that as Player 1 you will be the
last player heard as a soloist in the final “lone drummer” section. Use this opportunity to rest your
hands and regain some stamina.
Notation: N/A

Playing areas - During this section you need to have a balance
of shell resonance and snare response. Thus, playing the snare
drum slightly off-centre will be the ‘sweet spot’ for this section.
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Timeline 17:49 – 18:18

Closed roll - mp

18:18 – 18:50

Closed roll – Diminuendo from mp - pp

18:50 – 19:03

Silence

“Party Time” (19:03 – 21:14)
Overview – “Party time” is constructed using the exact same method as “samba”. A polyrhythm is
created using multiple repeated ostinatos from different players. Player 6 is the anchor and serves as
the metronome for the remainder of the ensemble, just like the previous section. There are two
differences to this section. Firstly, the rhythmic motifs are different. Secondly, the tempo is slower
(120bpm). This section uses differing layers to throw the listener. For example, there are moments
where players in 3/4 are directed to stop, leaving only player 4/4, and vice versa. The listener is
temporarily settled into a continued time signature during these moments, as a temporary form of
regularity. Players 2, 3, 4 6 & 7 will be given an ostinato rhythm to play, the remaining players will
provide textural support.
Role – As player 1, you do very little during this section and remain silent for the majority. You will
re-enter the ensemble towards the latter stages of this section playing a closed roll.
Notation - NA
Playing areas –

Playing areas - During this section, players providing texture (1 & 5) need to have a balance of shell
resonance and snare response. Thus, playing the snare drum slightly off-centre will be the ‘sweet
spot’ for this section. Players providing a rhythmic ostinatio (2,3,4,6 & 7) should play closer towards
the centre. However, avoid playing directly in the middle as too much of the tone will be lost. (See
right diagram above)
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Timeline 19:03 – 20:42

Silence

20:42 – 20:50

Closed roll – Crescendo from p - mf

20:50– 21:00

Closed roll - mf

21:00 – 21:14

Closed roll – Diminuendo from mf - p

“Waves front to rear” (21:14 – 25:21)
Overview – This section is long and hypnotic. The intention is to create an environment for the
listener where multiple waves pass from the front of the ensemble to the rear. The dynamic swells
continue for a stretched period and waves subside as player drop out, thinning the texture. Players 8,
1 & 2 provide the swells from the front, and players 4, 5 & 6 respond by echoing these swells to the
rear. This method is approached in the same way as section, “waves left to right”. At given moment
in the timeline, players 8, 1 & 2 will begin to crescendo and diminuendo, creating a steady “hairpin”
of dynamics. Directions such as long, short, medium and mf, f, p will be given. Players are to adhere
to this and practice, so they are familiar with how these fit to the timeline. A short wave should take
approximately 6-7 seconds, whereas a long wave should take approximately 13-14 seconds. Players
7 & 3 are to continue their ostinato from the previous section, “party time”, and will be directed
when to return to a closed roll and die away from the ensemble.

Role – As player 1, you will be central to controlling the duration and volume of each wave from the
front. Your job is to read the timings and description of each wave in the timeline, and guide players
2 & 8 through each wave. Be mindful about upcoming waves and do not crescendo for longer than
you need to.
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Notation -

Players 6, 5 & 4 are to begin their crescendo when they hear players 8, 1 & 2 getting quieter. This
will create the movement of passing from the front of the ensemble to the rear.

Playing areas – During this section players should move
their stick towards the centre of the drum as they
crescendo through each wave. Once they have peaked
and begin to diminuendo, they should return to a playing
area a couple of inches away from the edge. This will help
make the wave sound as though it moves away into the
distance, as the snare begins to lose presence.

Timeline 21:14 – 21:20

Closed roll – p - Move to edge of drum – new playing area

21:20

1st Wave – Short - mp

21:30

2nd Wave – Short - mp

21:40

3rd Wave – Medium - mp

22:01

4th Wave – Short - mp

22:24

5th Wave – Short - mf

22:34

6th Wave – Short - mf

22:52

7th Wave – Medium - mf

23:08

8th Wave – Long - f

23:27

9th Wave – Short - mf
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23:38

10th Wave – Short - mf

23:49

11th Wave – Short - mp

24:01

12th Wave – Short - mp

24:13

13th Wave – long - p

24:38

14th Wave – long - p

24:55

15th Wave – long - p

25:12

“Waves front to rear”- Stop

25:12 – 25:21

Crescendo to mp with settled smooth closed roll

“Lone Drummer - Outro” (25:21 – 27:18)
Overview – This section concludes the work by stripping back the remaining players to leave player 1
alone, as a soloist. After the previous section, players 7, 8, 1, 2 & 3 are left to continue their rolls.
The rest of the ensemble will have faded out naturally as the waves diminished. The goal for this
section is to strip out the weight of the ensemble in the smoothest way possible by removing players.
Role – As player 1, you are continuing your closed roll until the very last second of the piece. The key
is to focus on getting a smooth closed roll. Follow the guidance on dynamics in the timeline, so that
the ensemble fades out together appropriately. When you finish the work, there is no requirement
to accent, or play, the very last note. Simply stop rolling at that given point.
Notation – N/A

Playing areas - During this section you need to have a balance
of shell resonance and snare response. Thus, playing the snare
drum slightly off-centre will be the ‘sweet spot’ for this section.
All remaining players are looking for a more traditional
balanced sounding snare drum roll.

Timeline 25:21 – 25:46

Closed roll – mp – Adopt new playing area (See guidance notes)

25:46

Players 7 & 3 stop
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25:46 - 26:20

Diminuendo from mp to p

26:20

Player 8 & 2 stop

26:20 – 27:18

Closed roll – p – fade away to nothing

27:18

Stop - End
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Timeline

“Introduction”

Player 1

0:00 - 0:44

Silence

0:44 - 2:05

Closed roll from pianissimo to mezzo-forte, (pp-mf)

2:05 - 3:11

Closed roll from mezzo-forte to forte, (mf-f)

3:11 – 3:55

Closed roll from forte to fortissimo, (f-ff)

3:55 – 4:29

Closed roll from fortissimo, crescendo towards accent at 4:29

4:29

Accent, centre of drum

4:29 – 4:39

Silence

“Plague of wasps”
4:39 – 5:04

Silence

5:04 – 5:38

Closed roll from ppp to p. Subtle entry

5:38 – 6:10

Commence “Plague of Wasps”, (See guidance notes)

6:10

Stop “Plague of Wasps”

6:10 – 6:20

Continue roll a piano (p) and crescendo to mezzo-piano (mp)

“Circles moving concurrently”
6:20 – 6:36

Closed roll at mp – Return slowly to appropriate playing area (See guidance notes)

6:36

“Circles moving concurrently” begins.

6:38

Play accent - mf

6:42

Play accent -mf

6:42 – 7:05

Accelerando - Play remaining 6 accents following ensemble – f –
(See guidance notes)

7:05 – 7:27

Closed roll at mf

7:27

Play accent - f

7:27 - 7:36

Closed roll from mf - pp
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“Waves left to right”
7:36 – 7:43

Closed roll at pp – Move playing area towards edge. (See guidance notes)

7:43

1st wave - continue roll (pp)

7:54

2nd wave - continue roll (pp)

8:03

3rd wave - continue roll (pp)

8:15

4th wave - continue roll (pp)

8:28

5th wave - continue roll (pp)

8:40

6th wave - continue roll (pp)

8:50 – 8:58

Crescendo closed roll from pp - mp

“Circles multiple directions”
8:58 – 9:03

Closed roll – mp - Move to appropriate playing area for section. (See guidance notes)

9:03

1st pass clockwise - mf - Slow

9:17

2nd pass anticlockwise - f - Quick

9:32

3rd pass clockwise - mf - moderate

9:39 – 10:08

Diminuendo from mp to pp

10:08

Stop - Silence

“Waves left to right” - TACET
10:08 – 11:21

Silence

“Choral”
11:21 – 11:54

Silence

11:54

Closed roll – p – Move to appropriate playing area. (See guidance notes)

11:54 – 12:30

Closed roll crescendo from p to mf

12:30 – 13:13

Closed roll crescendo from mf to ff
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13:13

Abrupt accent (sf) then silence

“Flutters”
13:13 – 14:30

Silence

14:30

Begin flutters – mp – 12 second intervals

15:07

Stop flutters

15:07 – 15:15

Closed roll diminuendo from mp to pp

15:15 – 15:29

Closed roll crescendo from pp to mf

15:29

Begin flutters – mf – 12 second intervals

15:58

Stop flutters

15:58 – 16:09

Diminuendo from mf to pp

16:09 – 16:26

Stop - Silence

“Bee Swarm – Gallop”
16:26 – 16:45

Silence

16:45 – 16:50

Closed roll – Crescendo from pp - f

16:50

Start “Gallop” - f

17:00 – 17:30

Continue “Gallop” – Diminuendo from f to p

17:30 – 17:47

Continue “Gallop” – Crescendo from p to f

17:47

Sudden Accent – f – Stop “Gallop”

17:47 – 17:49

Closed roll – Diminuendo to mp

“Samba”
17:49 – 18:18

Closed roll - mp

18:18 – 18:50

Closed roll – Diminuendo from mp - pp

18:50 – 19:03

Silence
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“Party Time”
19:03 – 20:42

Silence

20:42 – 20:50

Closed roll – Crescendo from p - mf

20:50– 21:00

Closed roll - mf

21:00 – 21:14

Closed roll – Diminuendo from mf - p

“Waves front to rear”
21:14 – 21:20

Closed roll – p - Move to edge of drum – new playing area

21:20

1st Wave – Short - mp

21:30

2nd Wave – Short - mp

21:40

3rd Wave – Medium - mp

22:01

4th Wave – Short - mp

22:24

5th Wave – Short - mf

22:34

6th Wave – Short - mf

22:52

7th Wave – Medium - mf

23:08

8th Wave – Long - f

23:27

9th Wave – Short - mf

23:38

10th Wave – Short - mf

23:49

11th Wave – Short - mp

24:01

12th Wave – Short - mp

24:13

13th Wave – long - p

24:38

14th Wave – long - p

24:55

15th Wave – long - p

25:12

“Waves front to rear”- Stop

25:12 – 25:21

Crescendo to mp with settled smooth closed roll
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“Lone drummer – Outro”
25:21 – 25:46

Closed roll – mp – Adopt new playing area (See guidance notes)

25:46

Players 7 & 3 stop

25:46 - 26:20

Diminuendo from mp to p

26:20

Player 8 & 2 stop

26:20 – 27:18

Closed roll – p – fade away to nothing

27:18

Stop - End
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Player 2 - DRUMROLL (2020)

“Introduction” (0:00 – 4:39)
Overview - The introduction section is essentially a layering up of drum rolls over a long period of
time. The texture and dynamics are steadily built towards a final tutti accent played in the centre of
the drum. Players are gradually introduced in a specified order: 1, 2, 8, 3+7, 4+6, then 5. The texture
and intensity continues to build towards the accent at 4:29. After this accent, all players stop their
rolls with the exceptions of players 4, 5 & 6, who transition the ensemble into the next section with a
controlled diminuendo.
Role – As player 2, you are the second player to enter the ensemble, with your entry at 1:00. You
must begin your closed roll softly and continue to crescendo from piano to fortissimo. (p-ff) You will
be following player 1 to control this crescendo, it is important not to peak the crescendo too soon,
use the timeline as a guide. The accent at 4:29 will happen exactly on that second, therefore be alert
on the lead up, and count the seconds leading up as if you were playing at 60bpm.
Notation -

Playing areas -

The closed rolls should be played in the suggested area on the left. The tutti accent needs to have a
short full and fat sound. Therefore, playing the dead spot directly in the centre is advised.
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Timeline 0:00 – 1:00

Silence

1:00 - 2:05

Closed roll from piano to mezzo-forte, (p-mf)

2:05 - 3:11

Closed roll from mezzo-forte to forte, (mf-f)

3:11 – 3:55

Closed roll from forte to fortissimo, (f-ff)

3:55 – 4:29

Closed roll from fortissimo, crescendo towards accent at 4:29

4:29

Accent, centre of drum

4:29 – 4:39

Silence

“Plague of wasps” (4:39 – 6:20) - TACET
Overview – During this section, only players 1, 3, 5 and 7 are used to create the movement. This
section creates an effect whereby the listener is somewhat disorientated by quick interjection of
random intensity. The players will roll towards the edge of the drum to emulate a timbre, which
collectively, should embody the sound of wasps moving around the headspace.
Role – N/A
Timeline 4:39 – 6:20

Silence

“Circles moving concurrently” (6:20 – 7:36)
Overview – This section is by far the most challenging for the ensemble to accomplish. Players 7 & 3
(left and right), play an accent together within a roll. This accent is then passed around the ensemble
clock-wise. Consequently, players 4 & 8 are the next pair of players to accent in unison. This motion
is continued clockwise in pairs for a total of 4 complete passes which consists of 8 accents per
player. The tempo of the accents are initially dictated by the clock, i.e. 1 accent per second/ or
60bpm. After one complete pass, the ensemble is to dramatically accelerando at a chosen pace by
the collective. This section ends by returning to the closed roll with a final singular accent being
passed anti-clockwise from player 1.
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Role - As player 2, you must be
alerted to accents that are
approaching from the right,
especially player 1. Your job is to
echo the accent to continue the
passing of the accent clockwise. At
the same time, you must also be
aware that you should be in unison
with player 6, as two accents are
ultimately being passed around the
ensemble. (See diagram) Everyone
in the ensemble must practice this
section together to secure the
movement, particularly during the
accelerando. This section concludes
with a singular accent being passed
anti-clockwise from Player 1. This
part is relatively easy as specific
timing will be given for the
responses in the timeline.
Notation – The accented roll could be expressed like the following example:

The aim is to simply accent part of the roll when required and return to your original dynamic.
Playing areas - During this section we need to have a
balance of shell resonance and snare response. Thus,
playing the snare drum slightly off-centre will be the ‘sweet
spot’ for this section.
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Timeline 6:20 – 6:36

Closed roll at mp – Return slowly to appropriate playing area (See guidance notes)

6:36

“Circles moving concurrently” begins.

6:39

Play accent - mf

6:43

Play accent -mf

6:42

Accelerando - Play remaining 6 accents following ensemble – f –
(See guidance notes)

7:05 – 7:34

Closed roll at mf

7:34

Play accent - f

7:34 - 7:36

Closed roll from mf - p

“Waves left to right” (7:36 – 8:58)
Overview: During this section, the ensemble creates a sensation where the audience experience a
number of waves passing over them from left to right. This is achieved by dynamic swells starting
with players 6, 7 & 8. Players 2, 3 & 4 respond by swelling as players 6, 7 & 8 diminuendo. In short,
the two halves of the ensemble do the opposite from each other so the crescendo passes from left
to right. Players 1 & 5 do nothing other than maintain a closed roll at pianissimo (pp).
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Notation: The behaviour of the swells can be expressed in the example below:

Playing areas – As you begin to crescendo during the
swells, move your sticks to a more central part of the
drum. On the diminuendo, return to an area of the drum
approximately 2 inches from the edge.
Role – As player 2, you must listen carefully to player 6, 7
& 8, they will begin each wave. You must respond by
repeating this wave as they begin to diminuendo. (See
notation)

Timeline 7:36 – 7:43

Closed roll at p – Move playing area towards edge. (See guidance notes)

7:43

1st wave - mp

7:54

2nd wave - mp

8:03

3rd wave - mf

8:15

4th wave - f

8:28

5th wave - mf

8:40

6th wave - mp

8:50 – 8:58

Continue closed roll - mp
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“Circles - multiple directions” (8:58 – 10:08)
Overview: During the section, accents are passed around the audience in a circular motion. Unlike
the first circular section, the circular accent begins from player 5, and only one accent is passed each
time. There are only three passes of this idea (clockwise, anticlockwise then clockwise). The tempo in
which the accent is passed is stated in the timeline for each pass i.e., moderate, quick etc. Nothing is
played precisely to definite beats per minute, so an agreement must be made by the ensemble on
tempo.

Role – As player 2, you will be the 6th player to play the accent if the movement is clockwise, and the
4th player to accent if movement is anticlockwise. Timings will be given in the score for each pass,
you will react immediately after the players to your left and right. (1 & 3)
Notation – The accented roll could be expressed like the following example:

The aim is to achieve a short accent in response to player 5 at the correct time.

Playing areas - During this section we need to have a balance of shell
resonance and snare response. Thus, playing the snare drum slightly
off-centre will be the ‘sweet spot’ for this section.
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Timeline 8:58 – 9:03

Closed roll – mp - Move to appropriate playing area for section. (See guidance notes)

9:03

1st pass clockwise - mf - Slow

9:17

2nd pass anticlockwise - f - Quick

9:32

3rd pass clockwise - mf - moderate

9:39 – 10:15

Diminuendo from mp to pp

10:15

Stop - Silence

“Waves left to right - transition” (10:08– 11:21)
Overview – This section behaves in the same way to “Waves left to right”. This section is constructed
as a moment of respite to segue into the next section. Only players 3, 7 and 5 are active during this
section. 3 “waves” are passed from player 7 to player 3 and timings will be given in the timeline.
Player 5 will simply continue to roll to provide an anchor for this section.

Role – TACET – Remaining players should prepare for the next section
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“Choral” (11:21– 13:13)
Overview – The choral section is a section where players are layered back up into the ensemble. The
blend of engaged and disengaged snares is adopted to create a homogenous chord like character.
Players 2, 4, 6 & 8 are to disengage their snares and perform a passing of an accented motif
between themselves. The accent begins with player 8, then 2, then 4, then 6. As this cycle continues
in a clockwise manner (returning to 8 and repeating cycle), the speed steadily increases as the
dynamics begin to grow. Metaphorically, like a helicopter blade building up momentum. Players 1, 3,
5 & 7 are simply added at different points to thicken the texture, they will act as the underlining
drum roll anchor. All 4 disengaged players play a sudden accent at precisely 12:30. The ensemble
crescendo together and more players are added. Then, the ensemble heads towards a final tutti
accent at 13:13, which concludes the section.

Role: As player 2, you will be important in achieving this “helicopter” style accelerando between
players 8, 2, 4 & 6. Your job is to respond immediately after player 8, gradually reducing your
reaction time and steadily increasing the dynamic. You must work together to make this build
smoothly. Your snares will be disengaged from your entry at 11:43.

Notation – The accented roll could be expressed like the following example:
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Playing areas:

Players 2, 4, 6 & 8 are to play their rolls with each hand spaced apart just off-centre. (See left
diagram) The aim is to achieve maximum resonance from the shell. Playing the roll more open with
slightly more space between notes will help encourage resonance. Playing too far from the centre or
too closely will result in a dead or thin timbre. The remaining players, who have engaged snares, are
to play in the balanced playing area slightly off-centre from the snares.
Timeline –
11:21 – 11:43

Silence

11:43 – 12:08

Closed roll - p

12:08

Begin “Choral” accents “8, 2, 4, 6, 8, 4, 2, 6…”

12:08 – 12:30

Accelerando and Crescendo – p - f

12:30

Sudden Accent (sf) – Stop “Choral” accents

12:30 – 12:43

Diminuendo to - pp

12:43

Stop and engage snares

12:55 – 13:13

Crescendo to ff

13:13

Abrupt accent (sf) then silence

“Flutters” (13:13 – 16:26)
Overview – This is one of the longer sections in this work. The aim of the “flutter” section is to create
an atmosphere for the listener where small “flutter-like” interjections bounce around the ensemble.
This is achieved by individual players abruptly breaking into small open double-stroke roll
exposures. These interjections only last for 1 crotchet, at the hand speed in which the player is
rolling. Players participating in these interjections (1, 2, 4, 5, 6 & 8), will be given an interval in time
i.e. 4 seconds, 5 seconds. They are to watch the clock and interject their double-stroke motifs at
those time intervals when they are asked to “begin flutters”. They are to return to the closed roll
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between each exposure. Everything else will be directed by the timeline. Players 7 & 3 will not play
any double stroke rolls, instead they are to provide closed roll texture which will be indicated in the
timeline. It is important not to over-play accents during the double-stroke interjections, the passing
of these exposures should sound textural, rather than rhythmic.

Role – As player 2, you are to interject with a double stroke roll motif every 7 second. Do this when
directed in the timeline. It is important to watch the clock and count carefully. If the second does not
line up precisely with your leading hand, this is okay. Begin the double stroke roll at the next
available and appropriate hand.
Notation – The interjection would be expressed like this if notated:

Playing areas -

When playing the double stroke roll exposure, the player should move to a more central and dead
area of the drum. When they are playing the closed roll, they are to return to the original balanced
area of the drum. This will help provide a more articulate and percussive sounding double-stroke roll
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without overly increasing the dynamics.
Timeline 13:13 – 14:04

Silence

14:04

Begin flutters – mp – 7 second intervals

15:07

Stop flutters

15:07 – 15:15

Closed roll diminuendo from mp to pp

15:15 – 15:29

Closed roll crescendo from pp to mf

15:29

Begin flutters – mf – 7 second intervals

16:05

Stop flutters

16:05 – 16:11

Diminuendo from mf to pp

16:11 – 16:26

Stop - Silence

“Bee Swarm & Gallop” (16:26 – 17:49)
Overview – This section is perhaps the most technically demanding to play. Players 2, 3, 4 ,6, 7 & 8
will be given an ostinato figure that they are to repeat over a given time period. Some of these
motifs are challenging and players should practice these to make them sound secure. Individual
rhythms are not intended to have a particular tempo. Instead, a tempo range is suggested, players
should avoid locking into each other. The contrasting tempos of each rhythm are applied to create
the overall jarring texture. On a structural basis, it is relatively straightforward. Timings for starting
and stopping the ostinato figures are given in the timeline. Towards the latter stages of this section,
players are directed to break into a closed roll with one hand playing simple single strokes. The buzz
against the single stroke creates a “gallop” texture. Again, timings will be directed in the timeline.
Role – As player 2, you will be given a repeated rhythm that you must play when directed in the
timeline (see notation below). Continue to repeat this during the times stated, when told to stop,
return to a closed roll. Your ostinato rhythm will change abruptly to the gallop rhythm at 17:24.

Notation - As player 2, this is the ostinato figure you will be repeating as directed.

When you are instructed to begin the “gallop” (Gallop Start), all you are simply required to stop one
hand from creating a “buzz” as part of a closed roll. In the below example we can see that the right
hand is no longer taking part in the closed roll and is simply playing single strokes. This is how the
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“gallop” texture is achieved.

Playing areas - During this section we need to have a balance of
shell resonance and snare response. Thus, playing the snare
drum slightly off-centre will be the ‘sweet spot’ for this section.

Timeline 16:26 – 16:45

Begin ostinato rhythm - mp

16:45 – 16:50

Crescendo to mf

16:50 – 17:24

Continue Ostinato - mf

17:24

Start “Gallop” - mf

17:46

Sudden Accent – f – Stop “Gallop”

17:46 – 17:49

Closed roll – Diminuendo to mp

“Samba” (17:49 – 19:03)
Overview: This section and the next section will need to be rehearsed. A complex polyrhythm is
created between the ensemble. All rhythms are played at 130bpm. Player 6 is the first player to
introduce a consistent rhythm, and it is that player who behaves as the metronome. It is absolutely
essential that all players listen to player 6. Player 6 repeats a simple accented rhythm is 3/4 time,
this will be given to individual players on their score. At given points, players are added in either 3/4
or 4/4 time with a different accented rhythm. When instructed in the score, you must wait for beat 1
of player 6 (this will become apparent with notation) and join in at the next available opportunity. Do
not get distracted by other time signatures, just play metronomically and stick to your part. Players
1, 3 & 5 provide textural support and do not have an ostinato figure.
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Role: As Player 2, you will be given an ostinato figure in the notation. Your job is to listen to player 6
and realise their rhythm. This will also be given in the notation. When you are asked to start your
rhythm/ ostinato, you are to play alongside player 6, starting on beat 1 of player 6’s rhythm. Other
players will be playing in a different time signature, so it is important to listen to player 6 and
establish your own solid sense of time.
Notation -

Playing areas - During this section you need to have a balance of
shell resonance and snare response. Thus, playing the snare drum
slightly off-centre will be the ‘sweet spot’ for this section.

Timeline 17:49 – 18:18

Closed roll - mp

18:18 – 18:45

Start ostinato rhythm - mf

18:45 – 19:00

Diminuendo to mp

19:00 – 19:03

Stop ostinato rhythm – Closed roll mp

“Party Time” (19:03 – 21:14)
Overview – “Party time” is constructed using the exact same method as “samba”. A polyrhythm is
created using multiple repeated ostinatos from different players. Player 6 is the anchor and serves as
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the metronome for the remainder of the ensemble, just like the previous section. There are two
differences to this section. Firstly, the rhythmic motifs are different. Secondly, the tempo is slower
(120bpm). This section uses differing layers to throw the listener. For example, there are moment
where players in 3/4 are directed to stop, leaving only player 4/4, and vice versa. The listener is
temporarily settled into a continued time signature during these moments, as a temporary form of
regularity. Players 2, 3, 4 6 & 7 will be given an ostinato rhythm to play, the remaining players will
provide textural support.
Role: As Player 2, you will be given an ostinato figure in the notation. Your job is to listen to player 6
and realise their rhythm. This will also be given in the notation. When you are asked to start your
rhythm/ ostinato, you are to play alongside player 6, start on beat 1 of player 6’s rhythm. Other
players will be playing in a different time signature, so it is important to listen to player 6 and
establish your own solid sense of time.
Notation -

Playing areas –

Playing areas - During this section, players providing texture (1 & 5) need to have a balance of shell
resonance and snare response. Thus, playing the snare drum slightly off-centre will be the ‘sweet
spot’ for this section. Players providing a rhythmic ostinatio (2,3,4,6 & 7) should play closer towards
the centre. However, avoid playing directly in the middle as too much of the tone will be lost. (See
right diagram above)
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Timeline 19:03 – 19:23

Closed roll – mp – Move to appropriate playing area

19:23

Begin ostinato rhythm - mp

20:33

Stop ostinato rhythm - Closed roll - mp

20:33 – 20:42

Diminuendo from mp - p

20:42 – 20:50

Crescendo from p - f

20:50

Begin ostinato rhythm - f

21:12

Stop ostinato rhythm and fade away

21:12 – 21:14

Diminuendo – Closed roll - f - p

“Waves front to rear” (21:14 – 25:21)
Overview – This section is long and hypnotic. The intention is to create an environment for the
listener where multiple waves pass from the front of the ensemble to the rear. The dynamic swells
continue for a stretched period and waves subside as player drop out, thinning the texture. Players 8,
1 & 2 provide the swells from the front, and players 4, 5 & 6 respond by echoing these swells to the
rear. This method is approached in the same way as section, “waves left to right”. At given moment
in the timeline, players 8, 1 & 2 will begin to crescendo and diminuendo, creating a steady “hairpin”
of dynamics. Directions such as long, short, medium and mf, f, p will be given. Players are to adhere
to this and practice, so they are familiar with how these fit to the timeline. A short wave should take
approximately 6-7 seconds, whereas a long wave should take approximately 13-14 seconds. Players
7 & 3 are to continue their ostinato from the previous section, “party time”, and will be directed
when to return to a closed roll and die away from the ensemble.
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Role – As player 2, you will be central to controlling the duration and volume of each wave from the
front. Your job is to read the timings and description of each wave in the timeline. Listen to player 1
and take their lead for controlling each wave. Be mindful about upcoming waves and do not
crescendo for longer than you need to.
Notation -

Players 6, 5 & 4 are to begin their crescendo when they hear players 8, 1 & 2 getting quieter. This
will create the movement of passing from the front of the ensemble to the rear.

Playing areas – During this section players should move
their stick towards the centre of the drum as they
crescendo through each wave. Once they have peaked
and begin to diminuendo, they should return to a playing
area a couple of inches away from the edge. This will help
make the wave sound as though it moves away into the
distance, as the snare begins to lose presence.

Timeline 21:14 – 21:20

Closed roll – p - Move to edge of drum – new playing area

21:20

1st Wave – Short - mp

21:30

2nd Wave – Short - mp

21:40

3rd Wave – Medium - mp

22:01

4th Wave – Short - mp

22:24

5th Wave – Short - mf

22:34

6th Wave – Short - mf

22:52

7th Wave – Medium - mf
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23:08

8th Wave – Long - f

23:27

9th Wave – Short - mf

23:38

10th Wave – Short - mf

23:49

11th Wave – Short - mp

24:01

12th Wave – Short - mp

24:13

13th Wave – long - p

24:38

14th Wave – long - p

24:55

15th Wave – long - p

25:12

“Waves front to rear”- Stop

25:12 – 25:21

Crescendo to mp with settled smooth closed roll

“Lone Drummer - Outro” (25:21 – 27:18)
Overview – This section concludes the work by stripping back the remaining players to leave player 1
alone, as a soloist. After the previous section, players 7, 8, 1, 2 & 3 are left to continue their rolls.
The rest of the ensemble will have faded out naturally as the waves diminished. The goal for this
section is to strip out the weight of the ensemble in the smoothest way possible by removing players.
Role – As player 2, you will be decaying all the way until 26:20 where you will stop. The key is to
focus on getting a smooth closed roll. Follow the guidance on dynamics in the timeline, so that the
ensemble fades out together appropriately.
Notation – N/A

Playing areas - During this section you need to have a balance
of shell resonance and snare response. Thus, playing the snare
drum slightly off-centre will be the ‘sweet spot’ for this section.
All remaining players are looking for a more traditional
balanced sounding snare drum roll.
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Timeline 25:21 – 25:46

Closed roll – mp – Adopt new playing area (See guidance notes)

25:46

Players 7 & 3 stop

25:46 - 26:20

Diminuendo from mp to pp

26:20

Player 8 & 2 stop

26:20 – 27:18

Silence

Timeline

“Introduction”

Player 2

0:00 – 1:00

Silence

1:00 - 2:05

Closed roll from pianissimo to mezzo-forte, (p-mf)

2:05 - 3:11

Closed roll from mezzo-forte to forte, (mf-f)

3:11 – 3:55

Closed roll from forte to fortissimo, (f-ff)

3:55 – 4:29

Closed roll from fortissimo, crescendo towards accent at 4:29

4:29

Accent, centre of drum

4:29 – 4:39

Silence

“Plague of wasps”
4:39 – 6:20

Silence

“Circles moving concurrently”
6:20 – 6:36

Closed roll at mp – Return slowly to appropriate playing area (See guidance
notes)

6:36

“Circles moving concurrently” begins.

6:39

Play accent - mf

6:43

Play accent -mf
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6:42

Accelerando - Play remaining 6 accents following ensemble – f –
(See guidance notes)

7:05 – 7:34

Closed roll at mf

7:34

Play accent - f

7:34 - 7:36

Closed roll from mf - p

“Waves left to right”
7:36 – 7:43

Closed roll at p – Move playing area towards edge. (See guidance notes)

7:43

1st wave - mp

7:54

2nd wave - mp

8:03

3rd wave - mf

8:15

4th wave - f

8:28

5th wave - mf

8:40

6th wave - mp

8:50 – 8:58

Continue closed roll - mp

“Circles multiple directions”
8:58 – 9:03

Closed roll – mp - Move to appropriate playing area for section. (See guidance
notes)

9:03

1st pass clockwise - mf - Slow

9:17

2nd pass anticlockwise - f - Quick

9:32

3rd pass clockwise - mf - moderate

9:39 – 10:15

Diminuendo from mp to pp

10:15

Stop - Silence

“Waves left to right”
10:15 – 11:21

Silence
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“Choral”
11:21 – 11:43

Silence

11:43 – 12:08

Closed roll - p

12:08

Begin “Choral” accents “8, 2, 4, 6, 8, 4, 2, 6…”

12:08 – 12:30

Accelerando and Crescendo – p - f

12:30

Sudden Accent (sf) – Stop “Choral” accents

12:30 – 22:43

Diminuendo to - pp

12:43

Stop and engage snares

12:55 – 13:13

Closed roll crescendo to ff

13:13

Abrupt accent (sf) then silence

“Flutters”
13:13 – 14:30

Silence

14:04

Begin flutters – mp – 7 second intervals

15:07

Stop flutters

15:07 – 15:15

Closed roll diminuendo from mp to pp

15:15 – 15:29

Closed roll crescendo from pp to mf

15:29

Begin flutters – mf – 7 second intervals

16:05

Stop flutters

16:05 – 16:11

Diminuendo from mf to pp

16:11 – 16:26

Stop - Silence

“Bee Swarm – Gallop”
16:26 – 16:45

Begin ostinato rhythm - mp

16:45 – 16:50

Crescendo to mf

16:50 – 17:24

Continue Ostinato - mf
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17:24

Start “Gallop” - mf

17:46

Sudden Accent – f – Stop “Gallop”

17:46 – 17:49

Closed roll – Diminuendo to mp

“Samba”
17:49 – 18:18

Closed roll - mp

18:18 – 18:45

Start ostinato rhythm - mf

18:45 – 19:00

Diminuendo to mp

19:00 – 19:03

Stop ostinato rhythm – Closed roll mp

“Party Time”
19:03 – 19:23

Closed roll – mp – Move to appropriate playing area

19:23

Begin ostinato rhythm - mp

20:33

Stop ostinato rhythm - Closed roll - mp

20:33 – 20:42

Diminuendo from mp - p

20:42 – 20:50

Crescendo from p - f

20:50

Begin ostinato rhythm - f

21:12

Stop ostinato rhythm and fade away

21:12 – 21:14

Diminuendo – Closed roll - f - p

“Waves front to rear”
21:14 – 21:20

Closed roll – p - Move to edge of drum – new playing area

21:20

1st Wave – Short - mp

21:30

2nd Wave – Short - mp

21:40

3rd Wave – Medium - mp

22:01

4th Wave – Short - mp

22:24

5th Wave – Short - mf
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22:34

6th Wave – Short - mf

22:52

7th Wave – Medium - mf

23:08

8th Wave – Long - f

23:27

9th Wave – Short - mf

23:38

10th Wave – Short - mf

23:49

11th Wave – Short - mp

24:01

12th Wave – Short - mp

24:13

13th Wave – long - p

24:38

14th Wave – long - p

24:55

15th Wave – long - p

25:12

“Waves front to rear”- Stop

25:12 – 25:21

Crescendo to mp with settled smooth closed roll

“Lone drummer – Outro”
25:21 – 25:46

Closed roll – mp – Adopt new playing area (See guidance notes)

25:46

Players 7 & 3 stop

25:46 - 26:20

Diminuendo from mp to pp

26:20

Player 8 & 2 stop

26:20 – 27:18

Silence
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Player 3 - DRUMROLL (2020)

“Introduction” (0:00 – 4:39)
Overview - The introduction section is essentially a layering up of drum rolls over a long period of
time. The texture and dynamics are steadily built towards a final tutti accent played in the centre of
the drum. Players are gradually introduced in a specified order: 1, 2, 8, 3+7, 4+6, then 5. The texture
and intensity continues to build towards the accent at 4:29. After this accent, all players stop their
rolls with the exceptions of players 4, 5 & 6, who transition the ensemble into the next section with a
controlled diminuendo.
Role – As player 3, you are the fourth player to enter the ensemble, with your entry at 1:20. You
must begin your closed roll softly and continue to crescendo from mezzo-piano to fortissimo. (mp-ff)
You will be following player 1 to control this crescendo, it is important not to peak the crescendo too
soon, use the timeline as a guide. The accent at 4:29 will happen exactly on that second, therefore
be alert on the lead up, and count the seconds leading up as if you were playing at 60bpm.
Notation -

Playing areas -

The closed rolls should be played in the suggested area on the left. The tutti accent needs to have a
short full and fat sound. Therefore, playing the dead spot directly in the centre is advised.
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Timeline 0:00 – 1:20

Silence

1:20 – 3:11

Closed roll from mezzo-piano to forte, (mp-f)

3:11 – 3:55

Closed roll from forte to fortissimo, (f-ff)

3:55 – 4:29

Closed roll from fortissimo, crescendo towards accent at 4:29

4:29

Accent, centre of drum

4:29 – 4:39

Silence

“Plague of wasps” (4:39 – 6:20)
Overview – During this section, only players 1, 3, 5 and 7 are used to create the movement. This
section creates an effect whereby the listener is somewhat disorientated by quick interjection of
random intensity. The players will roll towards the edge of the drum to emulate a timbre, which
collectively, should embody the sound of wasps moving around the headspace.
Role – As player 3, you will be working with player
7 to pass the intensity back and forth (left and
right). When you are asked to commence this
section, your job is to speed up the roll with a tight
grip and play very closely towards the hoop. At
random intervals, you will be required to interject
abrupt swells in dynamics, returning to your
original piano dynamic in between exposures.
These are decided at players discretion! Listen
carefully to player 7 and stay out the way if they
are swelling, if they are not, you may begin a
sporadic swell. This will help maintain the feeling
of movement from front to rear and left to right.

Notation – Here is an example of what an interjection might look like. However, as specified these
swells should be randomised. Avoid using interjects that last longer than 3 seconds.
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Timeline 4:39 – 5:20

Silence

5:20 – 5:38

Closed roll from ppp to p. Subtle entry

5:38 – 6:10

Commence “Plague of Wasps”, (See guidance notes)

6:10

Stop “Plague of Wasps”

6:10 – 6:20

Continue roll a piano (p) and crescendo to mezzo-piano (mp)

“Circles moving concurrently” (6:20 – 7:36)
Overview – This section is by far the most challenging for the ensemble to accomplish. Players 7 & 3
(left and right), play an accent together within a roll. This accent is then passed around the ensemble
clock-wise. Consequently, players 4 & 8 are the next pair of players to accent in unison. This motion
is continued clockwise in pairs for a total of 4 complete passes which consists of 8 accents per
player. The tempo of the accents are initially dictated by the clock, i.e. 1 accent per second/ or
60bpm. After one complete pass, the ensemble is to dramatically accelerando at a chosen pace by
the collective. This section ends by returning to the closed roll with a final singular accent being
passed anti-clockwise from player 1.

Role – As player 3, you will be initiating the first accent of the sequence with player 7. This will
happen at the given points in the timeline. You must be alerted to accents that are approaching from
your right, especially player 2. Your job is to echo the accent to continue the passing of the accent
clockwise. Everyone in the ensemble must practice this section together to secure the movement
and ensure accents are happening in pairs, particularly during the accelerando. This section
concludes with a singular accent being passed anti-clockwise from Player 1. This part is relatively
easy as specific timing will be given for the responses in the timeline.
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Notation – The accented roll could be expressed like the following example:

The aim is to simply accent part of the roll when required and return to your original dynamic.
Playing areas - During this section we need to have a
balance of shell resonance and snare response. Thus,
playing the snare drum slightly off-centre will be the ‘sweet
spot’ for this section.

Timeline 6:20 – 6:36

Closed roll at mp – Return slowly to appropriate playing area (See guidance notes)

6:36

Play accent - mf - “Circles moving concurrently” begins.

6:40

Play accent - mf

6:44

Play accent -mf

6:44

Accelerando - Play remaining 6 accents following ensemble – f –
(See guidance notes)

7:05 – 7:29

Closed roll at mf

7:33

Play accent - f

7:33 - 7:36

Closed roll from mf - p

“Waves left to right” (7:36 – 8:58)
Overview - During this section, the ensemble creates a sensation where the audience experience a
number of waves passing over them from left to right. This is achieved by dynamic swells starting
with players 6, 7 & 8. Players 2, 3 & 4 respond by swelling as players 6, 7 & 8 diminuendo. In short,
the two halves of the ensemble do the opposite from each other so the crescendo passes from left
to right. Players 1 & 5 do nothing other than maintain a closed roll at pianissimo (pp).
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Notation: The behaviour of the swells can be expressed in the example below:

Playing areas – As you begin to crescendo during the
swells, move your sticks to a more central part of the
drum. On the diminuendo, return to an area of the drum
approximately 2 inches from the edge.
Role – As player 3, you must listen carefully to player 6, 7
& 8, they will initiate each wave. You must respond by
repeating this wave as they begin to diminuendo. (See
notation)
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Timeline 7:36 - 7:43

Closed roll at p – Move playing area towards edge. (See guidance notes)

7:43

1st wave - mp

7:54

2nd wave - mp

8:03

3rd wave - mf

8:15

4th wave - f

8:28

5th wave - mf

8:40

6th wave - mp

8:50 – 8:58

Continue closed roll - mp

“Circles - multiple directions” (8:58 – 10:08)
Overview: During the section, accents are passed around the audience in a circular motion. Unlike
the first circular section, the circular accent begins from player 5, and only one accent is passed each
time. There are only three passes of this idea (clockwise, anticlockwise then clockwise). The tempo in
which the accent is passed is stated in the timeline for each pass i.e., moderate, quick etc. Nothing is
played precisely to definite beats per minute, so an agreement must be made by the ensemble on
tempo.

Role – As player 3, you will be the 7th player to play the accent if the movement is clockwise, and the
3rd player to accent if the movement is anticlockwise. Timings will be given in the score for each pass,
you will react immediately after the players to your left and right. (2 & 4)
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Notation – The accented roll could be expressed like the following example:

The aim is to achieve a short accent in response to player 5 at the correct time.

Playing areas - During this section we need to have a balance of shell
resonance and snare response. Thus, playing the snare drum slightly
off-centre will be the ‘sweet spot’ for this section.

Timeline 8:58 – 9:03

Closed roll – mp - Move to appropriate playing area for section. (See guidance notes)

9:03

1st pass clockwise - mf - Slow

9:17

2nd pass anticlockwise - f - Quick

9:32

3rd pass clockwise - mf - moderate

9:39 – 10:15

Diminuendo from mp to pp

“Waves left to right - transition” (10:08– 11:21)
Overview – This section behaves in the same way to
“Waves left to right”. This section is constructed as a
moment of respite to segue into the next section. Only
players 3, 7 and 5 are active during this section. 3
“waves” are passed from player 7 to player 3 and
timings will be given in the timeline. Player 5 will
simply continue to roll to provide an anchor for this
section.

Role – As player 3, you will be responding to the waves
initiated by player 7. Like the previous wave section,
your job is to echo the waves created by player 7.
Listen carefully to the swells, as player 7 begins their
diminuendo that is your cue to begin your crescendo.
(See notation for “waves left to right”)
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Notation – N/A

Playing areas – As you begin to crescendo during the swells,
move your sticks to a more central part of the drum. On the
diminuendo, return to an area of the drum approximately 2
inches from the edge.

Timeline 10:15 - 11:20

Crescendo from pp to p

11:20

1st wave - mp

11:40

2nd wave - mf

11:00

3rd wave - mp

11:10 – 11:21

Diminuendo to pp

11:21

Stop - Silence

“Choral” (11:21– 13:13)
Overview – The choral section is a section where players are layered back up into the ensemble. The
blend of engaged and disengaged snares is adopted to create a homogenous chord like character.
Players 2, 4, 6 & 8 are to disengage their snares and perform a passing of an accented motif
between themselves. The accent begins with player 8, then 2, then 4, then 6. As this cycle continues
in a clockwise manner (returning to 8 and repeating cycle), the speed steadily increases as the
dynamics begin to grow. Metaphorically, like a helicopter blade building up momentum. Players 1, 3,
5 & 7 are simply added at different points to thicken the texture, they will act as the underlining
drum roll anchor. All 4 disengaged players play a sudden accent at precisely 12:30. The ensemble
crescendo together and more players are added. Then, the ensemble heads towards a final tutti
accent at 13:13, which concludes the section.
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Role: As player 3, you are not integral to the movement within this section. Instead, you will remain
silent for the first half of this section and provide a textural roll as the ensemble heads towards the
final accent. You will provide a long gradual crescendo to build up the intensity as the ensemble
grows.

Notation – N/A
Playing areas:

Players 2, 4, 6 & 8 are to play their rolls with each hand spaced apart just off-centre. (See left
diagram) The aim is to achieve maximum resonance from the shell. Playing the roll more open with
slightly more space between notes will help encourage resonance. Playing too far from the centre or
too closely will result in a dead or thin timbre. The remaining players, who have engaged snares, are
to play in the balanced playing area slightly off-centre from the snares.
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Timeline 11:21 – 12:35

Silence

12:35 – 13:13

Closed roll – Crescendo from pp to ff

13:13

Abrupt accent (sf)

13:13

Silence

“Flutters” (13:13 – 16:26)
Overview – This is one of the longer sections in this work. The aim of the “flutter” section is to create
an atmosphere for the listener where small “flutter-like” interjections bounce around the ensemble.
This is achieved by individual players abruptly breaking into small open double-stroke roll
exposures. These interjections only last for 1 crotchet, at the hand speed in which the player is
rolling. Players participating in these interjections (1, 2, 4, 5, 6 & 8), will be given an interval in time
i.e. 4 seconds, 5 seconds. They are to watch the clock and interject their double-stroke motifs at
those time intervals when they are asked to “begin flutters”. They are to return to the closed roll
between each exposure. Everything else will be directed by the timeline. Players 7 & 3 will not play
any double stroke rolls, instead they are to provide closed roll texture which will be indicated in the
timeline. It is important not to over-play accents during the double-stroke interjections, the passing
of these exposures should sound textural, rather than rhythmic.

Role – As player 3, you do not have any “flutter” interjections. You will be silent for the first half of
this section. You will abruptly enter the ensemble at 15:29 with a forte-piano accented roll and begin
to grow towards the next section.
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Notation –

Playing areas -

When playing the double stroke roll exposure, the player should move to a more central and dead
area of the drum. When they are playing the closed roll, they are to return to the original balanced
area of the drum. This will help provide a more articulate and percussive sounding double-stroke roll
without overly increasing the dynamics.
Timeline 13:13 – 15:29

Silence

15:29

Forte-piano into closed roll (fp)

15:29 – 16:26

Crescendo from p to f

“Bee Swarm & Gallop” (16:26 – 17:49)
Overview – This section is perhaps the most technically demanding to play. Players 2, 3, 4 ,6, 7 & 8
will be given an ostinato figure that they are to repeat over a given time period. Some of these
motifs are challenging and players should practice these to make them sound secure. Individual
rhythms are not intended to have a particular tempo. Instead, a tempo range is suggested, players
should avoid locking into each other. The contrasting tempos of each rhythm are applied to create
the overall jarring texture. On a structural basis, it is relatively straightforward. Timings for starting
and stopping the ostinato figures are given in the timeline. Towards the latter stages of this section,
players are directed to break into a closed roll with one hand playing simple single strokes. The buzz
against the single stroke creates a “gallop” texture. Again, timings will be directed in the timeline.
Role – As player 3, you will be given a repeated rhythm that you must play when directed in the
timeline (see notation below). Continue to repeat this rhythm during the times stated, when told to
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stop, return to a closed roll. Your ostinato rhythm will change abruptly to the gallop rhythm at 17:04.
Your rhythm is challenging to play, ensure you have a strong double stroke roll prior to attempting
player 3.

Notation - As player 3, this is the ostinato figure you will be repeating as directed.

When you are instructed to begin the “gallop” (Gallop Start), all you are simply required to stop one
hand from creating a “buzz” as part of a closed roll. In the below example we can see that the right
hand is no longer taking part in the closed roll and is simply playing single strokes. This is how the
“gallop” texture is achieved.

Playing areas - During this section we need to have a balance of
shell resonance and snare response. Thus, playing the snare drum
slightly off-centre will be the ‘sweet spot’ for this section.

Timeline 16:26 – 16:45

Begin ostinato rhythm - mp

16:45 – 16:50

Crescendo to mf

16:50 – 17:13

Continue Ostinato - mf

17:04

Start “Gallop” - mf

17:44

Sudden Accent – f – Stop “Gallop”

17:44 – 17:49

Closed roll – Crescendo from mp to mf
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“Samba” (17:49 – 19:03)
Overview: This section and the next section will need to be rehearsed. A complex polyrhythm is
created between the ensemble. All rhythms are played at 130bpm. Player 6 is the first player to
introduce a consistent rhythm, and it is that player who behaves as the metronome. It is absolutely
essential that all players listen to player 6. Player 6 repeats a simple accented rhythm is 3/4 time,
this will be given to individual players on their score. At given points, players are added in either 3/4
or 4/4 time with a different accented rhythm. When instructed in the score, you must wait for beat 1
of player 6 (this will become apparent with notation) and join in at the next available opportunity. Do
not get distracted by other time signatures, just play metronomically and stick to your part. Players
1, 3 & 5 provide textural support and do not have an ostinato figure.
Role: As player 3, you will not have an ostinato rhythm throughout this section. Instead, you will be
providing a constant sustained closed roll with varying dynamics given in the timeline. Your job is to
provide a fundamental smooth texture.
Notation – N/A
Playing areas - During this section you need to have a balance of
shell resonance and snare response. Thus, playing the snare drum
slightly off-centre will be the ‘sweet spot’ for this section.

Timeline 17:49 – 18:17

Continue roll - mf

18:17 – 18:40

Diminuendo to p

18:40 – 19:03

Crescendo to mp

“Party Time” (19:03 – 21:14)
Overview – “Party time” is constructed using the exact same method as “samba”. A polyrhythm is
created using multiple repeated ostinatos from different players. Player 6 is the anchor and serves as
the metronome for the remainder of the ensemble, just like the previous section. There are two
differences to this section. Firstly, the rhythmic motifs are different. Secondly, the tempo is slower
(120bpm). This section uses differing layers to throw the listener. For example, there are moment
where players in 3/4 are directed to stop, leaving only players in 4/4, and vice versa. The listener is
temporarily settled into a continued time signature during these moments, as a temporary form of
regularity. Players 2, 3, 4 6 & 7 will be given an ostinato rhythm to play, the remaining players will
provide textural support.
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Role: As player 3, you will be given an ostinato figure in the notation. Your job is to listen to player 6
and realise their rhythm. This will also be given in the notation. When you are asked to start your
rhythm/ ostinato, you are to play alongside player 6, starting on beat 1 of player 6’s rhythm. Your
rhythm is in 4/4 time, so will intentionally conflict with the 3/4 rhythm of player 6. The key is to listen
to player 6 and establish a strong sense of pulse. Then, begin your ostinato alongside player 6 when
instructed. Do not listen intently on any other accents that are happening around you, instead, focus
on locking in consistent and steady semi-quavers.

Notation -

Playing areas –

Playing areas - During this section, players providing texture (1 & 5) need to have a balance of shell
resonance and snare response. Thus, playing the snare drum slightly off-centre will be the ‘sweet
spot’ for this section. Players providing a rhythmic ostinatio (2,3,4,6 & 7) should play closer towards
the centre. However, avoid playing directly in the middle as too much of the tone will be lost. (See
right diagram above)
Timeline 19:03 – 20:20

Closed roll – mp – Move to appropriate playing area

20:20

Begin ostinato rhythm - mp
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20:20 – 21:14

Continue ostinato rhythm

“Waves front to rear” (21:14 – 25:21)
Overview – This section is long and hypnotic. The intention is to create an environment for the
listener where multiple waves pass from the front of the ensemble to the rear. The dynamic swells
continue for a stretched period and waves subside as player drop out, thinning the texture. Players 8,
1 & 2 provide the swells from the front, and players 4, 5 & 6 respond by echoing these swells to the
rear. This method is approached in the same way as section, “waves left to right”. At given moment
in the timeline, players 8, 1 & 2 will begin to crescendo and diminuendo, creating a steady “hairpin”
of dynamics. Directions such as long, short, medium and mf, f, p will be given. Players are to adhere
to this and practice, so they are familiar with how these fit to the timeline. A short wave should take
approximately 6-7 seconds, whereas a long wave should take approximately 13-14 seconds. Players
7 & 3 are to continue their ostinato from the previous section, “party time”, and will be directed
when to return to a closed roll and die away from the ensemble.

Role – Firstly, you will begin this section by fading out the ostinato rhythm that was created during
the previous section. The timeline will guide you. After you have reduced and settled back into a
closed roll, you will be ready to provide texture for the wave section.
Notation – N/A

Playing areas - During this section we need to have a balance of shell
resonance and snare response. Thus, playing the snare drum slightly
off-centre will be the ‘sweet spot’ for this section. This playing area will
be adopted by players 7 & 3. During the timeline you will be asked to
move towards the edge. Follow this guidance and try and bring out the
tone of of the drum.
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Timeline 21:14 – 21:32

Continue ostinato

21:32

Stop ostinato - closed roll - mf

21:32 – 21:40

Diminuendo to pp

21:40 – 24:48

Silence

24:48

Closed roll – Very close to edge - ppp

24:48 – 25:21

Crescendo to mp

“Lone Drummer - Outro” (25:21 – 27:18)
Overview – This section concludes the work by stripping back the remaining players to leave player 1
alone, as a soloist. After the previous section, players 7, 8, 1, 2 & 3 are left to continue their rolls.
The rest of the ensemble will have faded out naturally as the waves diminished. The goal for this
section is to strip out the weight of the ensemble in the smoothest way possible by removing players.
Role – As player 3, you will be decaying all the way until 26:46 where you will stop. The key is to
focus on getting a smooth closed roll. Follow the guidance on dynamics in the timeline, so that the
ensemble fades out together appropriately.
Notation – N/A
Timeline 25:21 – 25:46

Diminuendo from mp to pp – normal balanced playing area

25:46

Players 7 & 3 stop

25:46 – 27:18

Silence

Timeline

“Introduction”

Player 3

0:00 – 1:20

Silence

1:20 – 3:11

Closed roll from mezzo-piano to forte, (mp-f)

3:11 – 3:55

Closed roll from forte to fortissimo, (f-ff)

3:55 – 4:29

Closed roll from fortissimo, crescendo towards accent at 4:29
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4:29

Accent, centre of drum

4:29 – 4:39

Silence

“Plague of wasps”
4:39 – 5:20

Silence

5:20 – 5:38

Closed roll from ppp to p. Subtle entry

5:38 – 6:10

Commence “Plague of Wasps”, (See guidance notes)

6:10

Stop “Plague of Wasps”

6:10 – 6:20

Continue roll a piano (p) and crescendo to mezzo-piano (mp)

“Circles moving concurrently”
6:20 – 6:36

Closed roll at mp – Return slowly to appropriate playing area (See guidance
notes)

6:36

Play accent - mf - “Circles moving concurrently” begins.

6:40

Play accent - mf

6:44

Play accent -mf

6:44

Accelerando - Play remaining 6 accents following ensemble – f –
(See guidance notes)

7:05 – 7:29

Closed roll at mf

7:33

Play accent - f

7:33 - 7:36

Closed roll from mf - p

“Waves left to right”
7:36 – 7:43

Closed roll at p – Move playing area towards edge. (See guidance notes)

7:43

1st wave - mp

7:54

2nd wave - mp

8:03

3rd wave - mf

8:15

4th wave - f
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8:28

5th wave - mf

8:40

6th wave - mp

8:50 – 8:58

Continue closed roll - mp

“Circles multiple directions”
8:58 – 9:03

Closed roll – mp - Move to appropriate playing area for section. (See guidance
notes)

9:03

1st pass clockwise - mf - Slow

9:17

2nd pass anticlockwise - f - Quick

9:32

3rd pass clockwise - mf - moderate

9:39 – 10:15

Diminuendo from mp to pp

“Waves left to right - transition”
10:15 - 11:20

Crescendo from pp to p

11:20

1st wave - mp

11:40

2nd wave - mf

11:00

3rd wave - mp

11:10 – 11:21 Diminuendo to pp
11:21

Stop - Silence

“Choral”
11:21 – 12:35 Silence
12:35 – 13:13 Closed roll – Crescendo from pp to ff
13:13

Abrupt accent (sf)

13:13

Silence

“Flutters”
13:13 – 15:29 Silence
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15:29

Forte-piano into closed roll (fp)

15:29 – 16:26 Crescendo from p to f

“Bee Swarm – Gallop”
16:26 – 16:45 Begin ostinato rhythm - mp

16:45 – 16:50 Crescendo to mf
16:50 – 17:13 Continue Ostinato - mf
17:04

Start “Gallop” - mf

17:44

Sudden Accent – f – Stop “Gallop”

17:44 – 17:49 Closed roll – Crescendo from mp to mf

“Samba”
17:49 – 18:17 Continue roll - mf

18:17 – 18:40 Diminuendo to p
18:40 – 19:03 Crescendo to mp

“Party Time”
19:03 – 20:20 Closed roll – mp – Move to appropriate playing area
20:20

Begin ostinato rhythm - mp

20:20 – 21:14 Continue ostinato rhythm

“Waves front to rear”
21:14 – 21:32 Continue ostinato
21:32

Stop ostinato - closed roll - mf

21:32 – 21:40 Diminuendo to pp
21:40 – 24:48 Silence
24:48

Closed roll – Very close to edge - ppp
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24:48 – 25:21 Crescendo to mp

“Lone drummer – Outro”
25:21 – 25:46 Diminuendo from mp to pp – normal balanced playing area
25:46

Players 7 & 3 stop

25:46 – 27:18 Silence - End
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Player 4 - DRUMROLL (2020)

“Introduction” (0:00 – 4:39)
Overview - The introduction section is essentially a layering up of drum rolls over a long period of
time. The texture and dynamics are steadily built towards a final tutti accent played in the centre of
the drum. Players are gradually introduced in a specified order: 1, 2, 8, 3+7, 4+6, then 5. The texture
and intensity continues to build towards the accent at 4:29. After this accent, all players stop their
rolls with the exceptions of players 4, 5 & 6, who transition the ensemble into the next section with a
controlled diminuendo.
Role – As player 4, you are the fifth player to enter the ensemble, with your entry at 2:28. You must
begin your closed roll softly and continue to crescendo from piano to fortissimo. (mf-ff) You will be
following player 1 to control this crescendo, it is important not to peak the crescendo too soon, use
the timeline as a guide. The accent at 4:29 will happen exactly on that second, therefore be alert on
the lead up, and count the seconds leading up as if you were playing at 60bpm.
Notation -

Playing areas -

The closed rolls should be played in the suggested area on the left. The tutti accent needs to have a
short full and fat sound. Therefore, playing the dead spot directly in the centre is advised.
Timeline 0:00 – 2:28

Silence

2:28 – 3:11

Closed roll from mezzo-forte to forte, (mf-f)

3:11 – 3:55

Closed roll from forte to fortissimo, (f-ff)
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3:55 – 4:29

Closed roll from fortissimo, crescendo towards accent at 4:29

4:29

Accent, centre of drum

4:29 – 4:39

Diminuendo from f to mf

“Plague of wasps” (4:39 – 6:20)
Overview – During this section, only players 1, 3, 5 and 7 are used to create the movement. This
section creates an effect whereby the listener is somewhat disorientated by quick interjection of
random intensity. The players will roll towards the edge of the drum to emulate a timbre, which
collectively, should embody the sound of wasps moving around the headspace.
Role – Although you are not involved with the actual “plague of wasps” movement, you will be
continuing a closed roll that fades away into the second half of this section.
Timeline 4:39 – 5:35

Closed roll from mf to pp

5:35 – 6:20

Silence

“Circles moving concurrently” (6:20 – 7:36)
Overview – This section is by far the most challenging for the ensemble to accomplish. Players 7 & 3
(left and right), play an accent together within a roll. This accent is then passed around the ensemble
clock-wise. Consequently, players 4 & 8 are the next pair of players to accent in unison. This motion
is continued clockwise in pairs for a total of 4 complete passes which consists of 8 accents per
player. The tempo of the accents are initially dictated by the clock, i.e. 1 accent per second/ or
60bpm. After one complete pass, the ensemble is to dramatically accelerando at a chosen pace by
the collective. This section ends by returning to the closed roll with a final singular accent being
passed anti-clockwise from player 1.
Role - As player 4, you must be alerted to accents
that are approaching from your right, especially
player 3. Your job is to echo the accent to continue
the passing of the accent clockwise. At the same
time, you must also be aware that you should be
in unison with player 8, as two accents are
ultimately being passed around the ensemble.
(See diagram) Everyone in the ensemble must
practice this section together to secure the
movement, particularly during the accelerando.
This section concludes with a singular accent being
passed anti-clockwise from Player 1. This part is
relatively easy as specific timing will be given for
the responses in the timeline.
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Notation – The accented roll could be expressed like the following example:

The aim is to simply accent part of the roll when required and return to your original dynamic.
Playing areas - During this section we need to have a
balance of shell resonance and snare response. Thus,
playing the snare drum slightly off-centre will be the ‘sweet
spot’ for this section.

Timeline 6:20 – 6:36

Closed roll at mp – Return slowly to appropriate playing area (See guidance notes)

6:36

“Circles moving concurrently” begins.

6:37

Play accent - mf

6:41

Play accent -mf

6:42

Accelerando - Play remaining 6 accents following ensemble – f –
(See guidance notes)

7:05 – 7:32

Closed roll at mf

7:32

Play accent - f

7:32 - 7:36

Closed roll from mf - p

“Waves left to right” (7:36 – 8:58)
Overview: During this section, the ensemble creates a sensation where the audience experience a
number of waves passing over them from left to right. This is achieved by dynamic swells starting
with players 6, 7 & 8. Players 2, 3 & 4 respond by swelling as players 6, 7 & 8 diminuendo. In short,
the two halves of the ensemble do the opposite from each other so the crescendo passes from left
to right. Players 1 & 5 do nothing other than maintain a closed roll at pianissimo (pp).
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Notation: The behaviour of the swells can be expressed in the example below:

Playing areas – As you begin to crescendo during the
swells, move your sticks to a more central part of the
drum. On the diminuendo, return to an area of the drum
approximately 2 inches from the edge.
Role – As player 4, you must listen carefully to player 6, 7
& 8, they will begin each wave. You must respond by
repeating this wave as they begin to diminuendo. (See
notation)
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Timeline 7:36 – 7:43

Closed roll at p – Move playing area towards edge. (See guidance notes)

7:43

1st wave - mp

7:54

2nd wave - mp

8:03

3rd wave - mf

8:15

4th wave - f

8:28

5th wave - mf

8:40

6th wave - mp

8:50 – 8:58

Continue closed roll - mp

“Circles - multiple directions” (8:58 – 10:08)
Overview: During the section, accents are passed around the audience in a circular motion. Unlike
the first circular section, the circular accent begins from player 5, and only one accent is passed each
time. There are only three passes of this idea (clockwise, anticlockwise then clockwise). The tempo in
which the accent is passed is stated in the timeline for each pass i.e., moderate, quick etc. Nothing is
played precisely to definite beats per minute, so an agreement must be made by the ensemble on
tempo.

Role – As player 4, you will be the 8th player to play the accent if the movement is clockwise, and the
2nd player to accent if movement is anticlockwise. Timing will be given in the score for each pass, you
will react immediately after the players to your left and right. (5 & 3)
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Notation – The accented roll could be expressed like the following example:

The aim is to achieve a short accent in response to player 5 at the correct time.

Playing areas - During this section we need to have a balance of shell
resonance and snare response. Thus, playing the snare drum slightly
off-centre will be the ‘sweet spot’ for this section.

Timeline 8:58 – 9:03

Closed roll – mp - Move to appropriate playing area for section. (See guidance notes)

9:03

1st pass clockwise - mf - Slow

9:17

2nd pass anticlockwise - f - Quick

9:32

3rd pass clockwise - mf - moderate

9:39 – 10:15

Diminuendo from mp to pp

10:15

Stop - Silence

“Waves left to right - transition” (10:08– 11:21)
Overview – This section behaves in the same way to
“Waves left to right”. This section is constructed as a
moment of respite to segue into the next section. Only
players 3, 7 and 5 are active during this section. 3
“waves” are passed from player 7 to player 3 and
timings will be given in the timeline. Player 5 will
simply continue to roll to provide an anchor for this
section.
Role – TACET – Remaining players should prepare for
the next section
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“Choral” (11:21– 13:13)
Overview – The choral section is a section where players are layered back up into the ensemble. The
blend of engaged and disengaged snares is adopted to create a homogenous chord like character.
Players 2, 4, 6 & 8 are to disengage their snares and perform a passing of an accented motif
between themselves. The accent begins with player 8, then 2, then 4, then 6. As this cycle continues
in a clockwise manner (returning to 8 and repeating cycle), the speed steadily increases as the
dynamics begin to grow. Metaphorically, like a helicopter blade building up momentum. Players 1, 3,
5 & 7 are simply added at different points to thicken the texture, they will act as the underlining
drum roll anchor. All 4 disengaged players play a sudden accent at precisely 12:30. The ensemble
crescendo together and more players are added. Then, the ensemble heads towards a final tutti
accent at 13:13, which concludes the section.

Role: As player 4, you will be important in achieving this “helicopter” style accelerando between
players 8, 2, 4 & 6. Your job is to respond immediately after player 2, gradually reducing your
reaction time and steadily increasing the dynamic. You must work together to make this build
smooth. Your snares will be disengaged from your entry at 11:23. As player 4, you will be
immediately transitioning into the “flutter” section and must count 11 seconds immediately after
the abrupt accent marked in the timeline. (See “flutter” section for details)

Notation – The accented roll could be expressed like the following example:
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Playing areas:

Players 2, 4, 6 & 8 are to play their rolls with each hand spaced apart just off-centre. (See left
diagram) The aim is to achieve maximum resonance from the shell. Playing the roll more open with
slightly more space between notes will help encourage resonance. Playing too far from the centre or
too closely will result in a dead or thin timbre. The remaining players, who have engaged snares, are
to play in the balanced playing area slightly off-centre from the snares.
Timeline 11:21

Disengage snares

11:23

Closed roll – p – Roll in appropriate playing area (See guidance notes)

12:08

Begin “Choral” accents “8, 2, 4, 6, 8, 4, 2, 6…”

12:08 – 12:30

Accelerando and Crescendo – p - f

12:30

Sudden Accent (sf) – Stop “Choral” accents

12:30 – 12:43

Diminuendo to - pp

12:43

Stop and engage snares

12:55 – 13:13

Crescendo to ff

13:13

Abrupt accent (sf) - Immediately into “flutter” section (11 seconds)

“Flutters” (13:13 – 16:26)
Overview – This is one of the longer sections in this work. The aim of the “flutter” section is to create
an atmosphere for the listener where small “flutter-like” interjections bounce around the ensemble.
This is achieved by individual players abruptly breaking into small open double-stroke roll
exposures. These interjections only last for 1 crotchet, at the hand speed in which the player is
rolling. Players participating in these interjections (1, 2, 4, 5, 6 & 8), will be given an interval in time
i.e. 4 seconds, 5 seconds. They are to watch the clock and interject their double-stroke motifs at
those time intervals when they are asked to “begin flutters”. They are to return to the closed roll
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between each exposure. Everything else will be directed by the timeline. Players 7 & 3 will not play
any double stroke rolls, instead they are to provide closed roll texture which will be indicated in the
timeline. It is important not to over-play accents during the double-stroke interjections, the passing
of these exposures should sound textural, rather than rhythmic.

Role – As player 4, you are to interject 11 seconds after the opening of this section. It is important to
watch the clock and count carefully. If the second does not line up precisely with your leading hand,
this is okay. Begin the double stroke roll at the next available and appropriate hand. You will be
directed in the timeline when to roll normally and change dynamics.
Notation – The interjection would be expressed like this if notated:

Playing areas -

When playing the double stroke roll exposure, the player should move to a more central and dead
area of the drum. When they are playing the closed roll, they are to return to the original balanced
area of the drum. This will help provide a more articulate and percussive sounding double-stroke roll
without overly increasing the dynamics.
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Timeline 13:13 – 15:07

Begin flutter – mp – 11 second intervals

15:07

Stop flutters

15:07 – 15:15

Closed roll diminuendo from mp to pp

15:15 – 15:29

Closed roll crescendo from pp to mf

15:29

Begin flutters – mf – 11 second intervals

16:16

Stop flutters

16:16 – 16:24

Diminuendo from mf to pp

16:24 – 16:26

Stop - Silence

“Bee Swarm & Gallop” (16:26 – 17:49)
Overview – This section is perhaps the most technically demanding to play. Players 2, 3, 4 ,6, 7 & 8
will be given an ostinato figure that they are to repeat over a given time period. Some of these
motifs are challenging and players should practice these to make them sound secure. Individual
rhythms are not intended to have a particular tempo. Instead, a tempo range is suggested, players
should avoid locking into each other. The contrasting tempos of each rhythm are applied to create
the overall jarring texture. On a structural basis, it is relatively straightforward. Timings for starting
and stopping the ostinato figures are given in the timeline. Towards the latter stages of this section,
players are directed to break into a closed roll with one hand playing simple single strokes. The buzz
against the single stroke creates a “gallop” texture. Again, timings will be directed in the timeline.
Role – As player 4, you will be given a repeated rhythm that you must play when directed in the
timeline (see notation below). Continue to repeat this rhythm during the times stated, when told to
stop, return to a closed roll. Your ostinato rhythm will change abruptly to the gallop rhythm at 17:13.
Your sextuplet rhythm is challenging to play, ensure you have a strong double stroke roll prior to
attempting player 4.

Notation - As player 4, this is the ostinato figure you will be repeating as directed.

When you are instructed to begin the “gallop” (Gallop Start), all you are simply required to stop one
hand from creating a “buzz” as part of a closed roll. In the below example we can see that the right
hand is no longer taking part in the closed roll and is simply playing single strokes. This is how the
“gallop” texture is achieved.
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Playing areas - During this section we need to have a balance of
shell resonance and snare response. Thus, playing the snare
drum slightly off-centre will be the ‘sweet spot’ for this section.

Timeline 16:26 – 16:45

Begin ostinato rhythm - mp

16:45 – 16:50

Crescendo to mf

16:50 – 17:13

Continue Ostinato - mf

17:13

Start “Gallop” - mf

17:44

Sudden Accent – f – Stop “Gallop”

17:44 – 17:49

Closed roll – Diminuendo to mp

“Samba” (17:49 – 19:03)
Overview: This section and the next section will need to be rehearsed. A complex polyrhythm is
created between the ensemble. All rhythms are played at 130bpm. Player 6 is the first player to
introduce a consistent rhythm, and it is that player who behaves as the metronome. It is absolutely
essential that all players listen to player 6. Player 6 repeats a simple accented rhythm is 3/4 time,
this will be given to individual players on their score. At given points, players are added in either 3/4
or 4/4 time with a different accented rhythm. When instructed in the score, you must wait for beat 1
of player 6 (this will become apparent with notation) and join in at the next available opportunity. Do
not get distracted by other time signatures, just play metronomically and stick to your part. Players
1, 3 & 5 provide textural support and do not have an ostinato figure.
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Role: As player 4, you will be given an ostinato figure in the notation. Your job is to listen to player 6
and realise their rhythm. This will also be given in the notation. When you are asked to start your
rhythm/ ostinato, you are to play alongside player 6, starting on beat 1 of player 6’s rhythm. Your
rhythm is in 4/4 time, so will intentionally conflict with the 3/4 rhythm of player 6. The key is to listen
to player 6 and establish a strong sense of pulse. Then, begin your ostinato alongside player 6 when
instructed. Do not listen intently on any other accents that are happening around you, instead, focus
on locking in consistent and steady semi-quavers.
Notation -

Playing areas - During this section you need to have a balance of shell resonance and snare
response. Thus, playing the snare drum slightly off-centre will be the ‘sweet spot’ for this section.

Timeline 17:49 – 17:58

Closed roll – Crescendo from mp to mf

18:26

Start ostinato rhythm - mf

18:45 – 19:00

Diminuendo to mp

19:00 – 19:03

Stop ostinato rhythm – Closed roll mp
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“Party Time” (19:03 – 21:14)
Overview – “Party time” is constructed using the exact same method as “samba”. A polyrhythm is
created using multiple repeated ostinatos from different players. Player 6 is the anchor and serves as
the metronome for the remainder of the ensemble, just like the previous section. There are two
differences to this section. Firstly, the rhythmic motifs are different. Secondly, the tempo is slower
(120bpm). This section uses differing layers to throw the listener. For example, there are moment
where players in 3/4 are directed to stop, leaving only player 4/4, and vice versa. The listener is
temporarily settled into a continued time signature during these moments, as a temporary form of
regularity. Players 2, 3, 4 6 & 7 will be given an ostinato rhythm to play, the remaining players will
provide textural support.
Role: As Player 4, you will be given an ostinato figure in the notation. Your job is to listen to player 6
and realise their rhythm. This will also be given in the notation. When you are asked to start your
rhythm/ ostinato, you are to play alongside player 6, start on beat 1 of player 6’s rhythm. Other
players will be playing in a different time signature, so it is important to listen to player 6 and
establish your own solid sense of time. This time, you will be playing a rhythm in 3/4.
Notation -

Playing areas –
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Playing areas - During this section, players providing texture (1 & 5) need to have a balance of shell
resonance and snare response. Thus, playing the snare drum slightly off-centre will be the ‘sweet
spot’ for this section. Players providing a rhythmic ostinatio (2,3,4,6 & 7) should play closer towards
the centre. However, avoid playing directly in the middle as too much of the tone will be lost. (See
right diagram above)
Timeline 19:03 – 19:23

Closed roll – mp – Move to appropriate playing area

19:43

Begin ostinato rhythm - mp

20:33

Stop ostinato rhythm - Closed roll - mp

20:33 – 20:42

Diminuendo from mp - p

20:42 – 20:50

Crescendo from p - f

20:50

Begin ostinato rhythm - f

21:00 – 21:14

Continue Ostinato - mf

“Waves front to rear” (21:14 – 25:21)
Overview – This section is long and hypnotic.
The intention is to create an environment for
the listener where multiple waves pass from
the front of the ensemble to the rear. The
dynamic swells continue for a stretched period
and waves subside as player drop out, thinning
the texture. Players 8, 1 & 2 provide the swells
from the front, and players 4, 5 & 6 respond by
echoing these swells to the rear. This method is
approached in the same way as section, “waves
left to right”. At given moment in the timeline,
players 8, 1 & 2 will begin to crescendo and
diminuendo, creating a steady “hairpin” of
dynamics. Directions such as long, short,
medium and mf, f, p will be given. Players are
to adhere to this and practice, so they are
familiar with how these fit to the timeline. A
short wave should take approximately 6-7
seconds, whereas a long wave should take
approximately 13-14 seconds. Players 7 & 3 are
continuing from the previous section, “party
time”, and will be directed when to return to a
closed roll and die away from the ensemble.
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Role – Firstly, you will begin this section by fading out the ostinato rhythm that was created during
the previous section. The timeline will guide you. After you have reduced and settled back into a
closed roll at pianissimo (pp), you will be ready to perform the waves. As player 4, you will be
reacting to the waves created by players 8, 1 & 2. Your job, alongside players 6 & 5, is to echo this
wave in the rear of the ensemble. Listen carefully to player 1. As player 1 begins to diminuendo, you
will begin to crescendo. (See notation) You will be taking your lead from player 5, it is important to
work as a team so that these swells sound even and fit within the timeline.
Notation -

Players 6, 5 & 4 are to begin their crescendo when they hear players 8, 1 & 2 getting quieter. This
will create the movement of passing from the front of the ensemble to the rear.

Playing areas – During this section players should move
their stick towards the centre of the drum as they
crescendo through each wave. Once they have peaked
and begin to diminuendo, they should return to a playing
area a couple of inches away from the edge. This will help
make the wave sound as though it moves away into the
distance, as the snare begins to lose presence.

Timeline 21:14 – 21:20

Fade ostinato rhythm to pp

21:20

Closed roll - 1st Wave – Short - mp

21:30

2nd Wave – Short - mp

21:40

3rd Wave – Medium - mp

22:01

4th Wave – Short - mp
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22:24

5th Wave – Short - mf

22:34

6th Wave – Short - mf

22:52

7th Wave – Medium - mf

23:08

8th Wave – Long - f

23:27

9th Wave – Short - mf

23:38

10th Wave – Short - mf

23:49

11th Wave – Short - mp

24:01

12th Wave – Short - mp

24:13

13th Wave – long - p

24:38

14th Wave – long - p

24:55

15th Wave – long - p

25:05

“Waves front to rear”- Stop

25:05 – 25:15

Diminuendo to pp

25:15 – 25:21

Stop – Silence – TACET for remainder

“Lone Drummer - Outro” (25:21 – 27:18) - TACET
Overview – This section concludes the work by stripping back the remaining players to leave player 1
alone, as a soloist. After the previous section, players 7, 8, 1, 2 & 3 are left to continue their rolls.
The rest of the ensemble will have faded out naturally as the waves diminished. The goal for this
section is to strip out the weight of the ensemble in the smoothest way possible by removing players.
Role – TACET
Notation – N/A

25:21 – 27:18

TACET - Silence
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Timeline

“Introduction”

Player 4

0:00 – 2:28

Silence

2:28 - 3:11

Closed roll from mezzo-forte to forte, (mf-f)

3:11 – 3:55

Closed roll from forte to fortissimo, (f-ff)

3:55 – 4:29

Closed roll from fortissimo, crescendo towards accent at 4:29

4:29

Accent, centre of drum

4:29 – 4:39

Closed roll – Diminuendo from f to mf

“Plague of wasps”
4:39 – 5:53

Diminuendo from mf to pp

5:53 – 6:20

Silence

“Circles moving concurrently”
6:20 – 6:36

Closed roll at mp – Return slowly to appropriate playing area (See guidance
notes)

6:36

“Circles moving concurrently” begins.

6:37

Play accent - mf

6:41

Play accent -mf

6:42

Accelerando - Play remaining 6 accents following ensemble – f –
(See guidance notes)

7:05 – 7:34

Closed roll at mf

7:32

Play accent - f

7:32 - 7:36

Closed roll from mf - p

“Waves left to right”
7:36 – 7:43

Closed roll at p – Move playing area towards edge. (See guidance notes)
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7:43

1st wave - mp

7:54

2nd wave - mp

8:03

3rd wave - mf

8:15

4th wave - f

8:28

5th wave - mf

8:40

6th wave - mp

8:50 – 8:58

Continue closed roll - mp

“Circles multiple directions”
8:58 – 9:03

Closed roll – mp - Move to appropriate playing area for section. (See guidance
notes)

9:03

1st pass clockwise - mf - Slow

9:17

2nd pass anticlockwise - f - Quick

9:32

3rd pass clockwise - mf - moderate

9:39 – 10:15

Diminuendo from mp to pp

10:15

Stop - Silence

“Waves left to right - transition”
10:15 – 11:21

Silence – Disengage snares

“Choral”
11:21 – 11:23

Disengage Snares

11:23 – 12:08

Closed roll - p

12:08

Begin “Choral” accents “8, 2, 4, 6, 8, 4, 2, 6…”

12:08 – 12:30

Accelerando and Crescendo – p - f

12:30

Sudden Accent (sf) – Stop “Choral” accents

12:30 – 22:43

Diminuendo to - pp
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12:43

Stop and engage snares

12:55 – 13:13

Closed roll crescendo to ff

13:13

Abrupt accent (sf) – Immediately into “flutter section” – 11 Seconds

“Flutters”
13:13 – 15:07

Begin flutters – mp – 11 second intervals

15:07

Stop flutters

15:07 – 15:15

Closed roll diminuendo from mp to pp

15:15 – 15:29

Closed roll crescendo from pp to mf

15:29

Begin flutters – mf –11 second intervals

16:05

Stop flutters

16:16 – 16:24

Diminuendo from mf to pp

16:24 – 16:26

Stop - Silence

“Bee Swarm – Gallop”
16:26 – 16:45

Begin ostinato rhythm - mp

16:45 – 16:50

Crescendo to mf

16:50 – 17:13

Continue Ostinato - mf

17:13

Start “Gallop” - mf

17:44

Sudden Accent – f – Stop “Gallop”

17:44 – 17:49

Closed roll – Diminuendo to mp

“Samba”
17:49 – 17:58

Closed roll – Crescendo from mp to mf

18:26

Start ostinato rhythm - mf

18:45 – 19:00

Diminuendo to mp

19:00 – 19:03

Stop ostinato rhythm – Closed roll mp
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“Party Time”
19:03 – 19:23

Closed roll – mp – Move to appropriate playing area

19:43

Begin ostinato rhythm - mp

20:33

Stop ostinato rhythm - Closed roll - mp

20:33 – 20:42

Diminuendo from mp - p

20:42 – 20:50

Crescendo from p - f

20:50

Begin ostinato rhythm - f

21:00 – 21:14

Continue Ostinato - mf

“Waves front to rear”
21:14 – 21:20

Fade ostinato rhythm to pp

21:20

Closed roll - 1st Wave – Short - mp

21:30

2nd Wave – Short - mp

21:40

3rd Wave – Medium - mp

22:01

4th Wave – Short - mp

22:24

5th Wave – Short - mf

22:34

6th Wave – Short - mf

22:52

7th Wave – Medium - mf

23:08

8th Wave – Long - f

23:27

9th Wave – Short - mf

23:38

10th Wave – Short - mf

23:49

11th Wave – Short - mp

24:01

12th Wave – Short - mp

24:13

13th Wave – long - p

24:38

14th Wave – long - p
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24:55

15th Wave – long - p

25:05 – 25:15

Closed roll – Diminuendo to pp

25:15 – 25:21

Stop – Silence – TACET for remainder

“Lone drummer – Outro”- TACET
25:21 – 27:18

TACET - Silence
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Player 5 - DRUMROLL (2020)

“Introduction” (0:00 – 4:39)
Overview - The introduction section is essentially a layering up of drum rolls over a long period of
time. The texture and dynamics are steadily built towards a final tutti accent played in the centre of
the drum. Players are gradually introduced in a specified order: 1, 2, 8, 3+7, 4+6, then 5. The texture
and intensity continues to build towards the accent at 4:29. After this accent, all players stop their
rolls with the exceptions of players 4, 5 & 6, who transition the ensemble into the next section with a
controlled diminuendo.
Role – As player 5, you are the last player to enter the ensemble, with your entry at 3:04. You must
begin your closed roll softly and continue to crescendo from forte to fortissimo. (f-ff) You will be
following player 1 to control this crescendo, it is important not to peak the crescendo too soon, use
the timeline as a guide. The accent at 4:29 will happen exactly on that second, therefore be alert on
the lead up, and count the seconds leading up as if you were playing at 60bpm.

Notation -

Playing areas -

The closed rolls should be played in the suggested area on the left. The tutti accent needs to have a
short full and fat sound. Therefore, playing the dead spot directly in the centre is advised.
Timeline 0:00 - 3:04

Silence

3:04 - 3:55

Closed roll from forte to fortissimo, (f-ff)

3:55 - 4:29

Closed roll from fortissimo, crescendo towards accent at 4:29
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4:29

Accent, centre of drum

4:29 - 4:39

Closed roll – Diminuendo from ff to mf

“Plague of wasps” (4:39 – 6:20)
Overview – During this section, only players 1, 3, 5 and 7 are used to create the movement. This
section creates an effect whereby the listener is somewhat disorientated by quick interjection of
random intensity. The players will roll towards the edge of the drum to emulate a timbre, which
collectively, should embody the sound of wasps moving around the headspace.
Role – As player 5, you will be working with
player 1 to pass the intensity back and forth
(front to rear). When you are asked to
commence this section, your job is to speed up
the roll with a tight grip and play very closely
towards the hoop. At random intervals, you
will be required to interject abrupt swells in
dynamics, returning to your original piano
dynamic in between exposures. These are
decided at players discretion! Listen carefully
to player 1 and stay out the way if they are
swelling, if they are not, you may begin a
sporadic swell. This will help maintain the
feeling of movement from front to rear and
left to right.

Notation – Here is an example of what an interjection might look like. However, as specified these
swells should be randomised. Avoid using interjects that last longer than 3 seconds.

Playing area – It is important to play the snare drum very close to
the edge away from the snares. The character of this sound is what
generates the timbre required for this section to work. See example
below.
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Timeline 4:39 – 5:38

Diminuendo from mf to p

5:38 – 6:10

Commence “Plague of Wasps”, (See guidance notes)

6:10

Stop “Plague of Wasps”

6:10 – 6:20

Continue roll a piano (p) and crescendo to mezzo-piano (mp)

“Circles moving concurrently” (6:20 – 7:36)
Overview – This section is by far the most challenging for the ensemble to accomplish. Players 7 & 3
(left and right), play an accent together within a roll. This accent is then passed around the ensemble
clock-wise. Consequently, players 4 & 8 are the next pair of players to accent in unison. This motion
is continued clockwise in pairs for a total of 4 complete passes which consists of 8 accents per
player. The tempo of the accents are initially dictated by the clock, i.e. 1 accent per second/ or
60bpm. After one complete pass, the ensemble is to dramatically accelerando at a chosen pace by
the collective. This section ends by returning to the closed roll with a final singular accent being
passed anti-clockwise from player 1.
Role - As player 5 you must be
alerted to accents that are
approaching from the right,
especially player 4. Your job is to
echo the accent to continue the
passing of the accent clockwise. At
the same time, you must also be
aware that you should be in unison
with player 1, as two accents are
ultimately being passed around the
ensemble. (See diagram) Everyone
in the ensemble must practice this
section together to secure the
movement, particularly during the
accelerando. This section concludes
with a singular accent being passed
anti-clockwise from player 1. This
part is relatively easy as specific
timing will be given for the
responses in the timeline.
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Notation – The accented roll could be expressed like the following example:

The aim is to simply accent part of the roll when required and return to your original dynamic.
Playing areas - During this section we need to have a
balance of shell resonance and snare response. Thus,
playing the snare drum slightly off-centre will be the ‘sweet
spot’ for this section.

Timeline 6:20 – 6:36

Closed roll at mp – Return slowly to appropriate playing area (See guidance notes)

6:36

“Circles moving concurrently” begins.

6:38

Play accent - mf

6:42

Play accent -mf

6:42

Accelerando - Play remaining 6 accents following ensemble – f –
(See guidance notes)

7:05 – 7:27

Closed roll at mf

7:31

Play accent - f

7:31 - 7:36

Closed roll from mf - pp

“Waves left to right” (7:36 – 8:58)
Overview: During this section, the ensemble creates a sensation where the audience experience a
number of wave passing over them from left to right. This is achieved by dynamic swells starting with
players 6, 7 & 8. Players 2, 3 & 4 respond by swelling as players 6, 7 & 8 diminuendo. In short, the
two halves of the ensemble do the opposite from each other so the crescendo passes from left to
right. Players 1 & 5 do nothing other than maintain a closed roll at pianissimo (pp).
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Notation: The behaviour of the swells can be expressed in the example below:

Playing area – It is important to play the snare drum closely to the edge
away from the snares. As player 1, you are aiming to have a contrasting
sound from the remainder of the ensemble. Playing towards the edge
will reduce presence and allow for maximum effect during passes.
Role – Your job as player 5 is to maintain a consistent roll at pianissimo
(pp) you do not play an integral role in this section. There is a total of 6
waves that are scheduled during the timeline, be aware of these and be
prepared for the next section.
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Timeline 7:36 – 7:43

Closed roll at pp – Move playing area towards edge. (See guidance notes)

7:43

1st wave - continue roll (pp)

7:54

2nd wave - continue roll (pp)

8:03

3rd wave - continue roll (pp)

8:15

4th wave - continue roll (pp)

8:28

5th wave - continue roll (pp)

8:40

6th wave - continue roll (pp)

8:50 – 8:58

Crescendo closed roll from pp - mp

“Circles - multiple directions” (8:58 – 10:08)
Overview: During the section, accents are passed around the audience in a circular motion. Unlike
the first circular section, the circular accent begins from player 5, and only one accent is passed each
time. There are only three passes of this idea (clockwise, anticlockwise then clockwise). The tempo in
which the accent is passed is stated in the timeline for each pass i.e., moderate, quick etc. Nothing is
played precisely to definite beats per minute, so an agreement must be made by the ensemble on
tempo.

Role – As player 5, you will be the 1st player to play the accent, both clockwise and anticlockwise.
Timings will be given in the score for each pass. At those points, you are to play a single accent. The
players around you will respond accordingly. You initiate each pass.
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Notation – The accented roll could be expressed like the following example:

The aim is to achieve a short accent at the correct moments in the timeline.

Playing areas - During this section we need to have a balance of shell
resonance and snare response. Thus, playing the snare drum slightly
off-centre will be the ‘sweet spot’ for this section.

Timeline 8:58 – 9:03

Closed roll – mp - Move to appropriate playing area for section. (See guidance notes)

9:03

1st pass – PLAY ACCENT - clockwise - mf - Slow

9:17

2nd pass – PLAY ACCENT - anticlockwise - f - Quick

9:32

3rd pass – PLAY ACCENT - clockwise - mf - moderate

9:39 – 10:08

Diminuendo from mp to pp

“Waves left to right - transition” (10:08– 11:21)
Overview – This section behaves in the same way to
“Waves left to right”. This section is constructed as a
moment of respite to segue into the next section. Only
players 3, 7 and 5 are active during this section. 3 “waves”
are passed from player 7 to player 3 and timings will be
given in the timeline. Player 5 will simply continue to roll
to provide an anchor for this section.

Role – During this section you will continue to play a closed
roll at pianissimo (pp)
Notation – N/A
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Timeline 10:08 – 11:21

Closed roll - pp

“Choral” (11:21– 13:13)
Overview – The choral section is a section where players are layered back up into the ensemble. The
blend of engaged and disengaged snares is adopted to create a homogenous chord like character.
Players 2, 4, 6 & 8 are to disengage their snares and perform a passing of an accented motif
between themselves. The accent begins with player 8, then 2, then 4, then 6. As this cycle continues
in a clockwise manner (returning to 8 and repeating cycle), the speed steadily increases as the
dynamics begin to grow. Metaphorically, like a helicopter blade building up momentum. Players 1, 3,
5 & 7 are simply added at different points to thicken texture, they will act as the underlining drum
roll anchor. All 4 disengaged player then play a sudden accent at precisely 12:30. The ensemble
crescendo together and more players are added. The ensemble heads towards a final tutti accent at
13:13, which concludes the section.

Role: As player 5, you will be continuing the roll from the previous section. You will be performing a
gradual crescendo from pp to ff all the way through to the abrupt accent at 13:13. Be aware that you
will be starting the next section immediately. Be prepared for your “flutter” motif, that you will be
playing every 5 seconds. (See “flutter” section guidance notes)
Notation – N/A
Playing areas:
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Players 2, 4, 6 & 8 are to play their rolls with each hand spaced apart just off-centre. (See left
diagram) The aim is to achieve maximum resonance from the shell. Playing the roll more open with
slightly more space between notes will help encourage resonance. Playing too far from the centre or
too closely will result in a dead or thin timbre. The remaining players, who have engaged snares, are
to play in the balanced playing area slightly off-centre from the snares.
Timeline 11:21 – 13:13

Crescendo from pp to ff

13:13

Abrupt accent (sf) then immediate transition into “flutter” section – 5 Second interval

“Flutters” (13:13 – 16:26)
Overview – This is one of the longer sections in this work. The aim of the “flutter” section is to create
an atmosphere for the listener where small “flutter-like” interjections bounce around the ensemble.
This is achieved by individual players abruptly breaking into small open double-stroke roll
exposures. These interjections only last for 1 crotchet, at the hand speed in which the player is
rolling. Players participating in these interjections (1, 2, 4, 5, 6 & 8), will be given an interval in time
i.e. 4 seconds, 5 seconds. They are to watch the clock and interject their double-stroke motifs at
those time intervals when they are asked to “begin flutters”. They are to return to the closed roll
between each exposure. Everything else will be directed by the timeline. Players 7 & 3 will not play
any double stroke rolls, instead they are to provide closed roll texture which will be indicated in the
timeline. It is important not to over-play accents during the double-stroke interjections, the passing
of these exposures should sound textural, rather than rhythmic.

Role – As player 5, you are to interject 5 seconds after the opening of this section. It is important to
watch the clock and count carefully. If the second does not line up precisely with your leading hand,
this is okay. Begin the double stroke roll at the next available and appropriate hand. You will be
directed in the timeline when to roll normally and change dynamics.
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Notation – The interjection would be expressed like this if notated:

Playing areas -

When playing the double stroke roll exposure, the player should move to a more central and dead
area of the drum. When they are playing the closed roll, they are to return to the original balanced
area of the drum. This will help provide a more articulate and percussive sounding double-stroke roll
without overly increasing the dynamics.
Timeline 13:13 – 14:04

Begin flutters – mp – 5 second intervals

14:04

Stop flutters

15:07 – 15:15

Closed roll diminuendo from mp to pp

15:15 – 15:29

Closed roll crescendo from pp to mf

15:29

Begin flutters – mf – 5 second intervals

16:14

Stop flutters

16:14 – 16:26

Diminuendo from mf to pp

16:26

Stop - Silence
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“Bee Swarm & Gallop” (16:26 – 17:49)
Overview – This section is perhaps the most technically demanding to play. Players 2, 3, 4 ,6, 7 & 8
will be given an ostinato figure that they are to repeat over a given time period. Some of these
motifs are challenging and players should practice these to make them sound secure. Individual
rhythms are not intended to have a particular tempo. Instead, a tempo range is suggested, players
should avoid locking into each other. The contrasting tempos of each rhythm are applied to create
the overall jarring texture. On a structural basis, it is relatively straightforward. Timings for starting
and stopping the ostinato figures are given in the timeline. Towards the latter stages of this section,
players are directed to break into a closed roll with one hand playing simple single strokes. The buzz
against the single stroke creates a “gallop” texture. Again, timings will be directed in the timeline.
Role – As player 5, you are the first player (alongside player 1) to enter the “gallop” part of this
section at 16:50. Your job is to follow the directions given in the timeline and break into the “gallop”
rhythm given in the notation section. You do not have an ostinato figure and remain silent for the
first third of this section.

Notation -

When you are instructed to begin the “gallop” (Gallop Start), all you are simply required to stop one
hand from creating a “buzz” as part of a closed roll. In the above example we can see that the right
hand is no longer taking part in the closed roll and is simply playing single strokes. This is how the
“gallop” texture is achieved.

Playing areas - During this section we need to have a balance of
shell resonance and snare response. Thus, playing the snare drum
slightly off-centre will be the ‘sweet spot’ for this section.
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Timeline 16:26 – 16:45

Silence

16:45 – 16:50

Closed roll – Crescendo from pp - f

16:50

Start “Gallop” - f

17:00 – 17:30

Continue “Gallop” – Diminuendo from f to p

17:30 – 17:47

Continue “Gallop” – Crescendo from p to f

17:43

Sudden Accent – f – Stop “Gallop”

17:43 – 17:49

Closed roll – Diminuendo to mp

“Samba” (17:49 – 19:03)
Overview: This section and the next section will need to be rehearsed. A complex polyrhythm is
created between the ensemble. All rhythms are played at 130bpm. Player 6 is the first player to
introduce a consistent rhythm, and it is that player who behaves as the metronome. It is absolutely
essential that all players listen to player 6. Player 6 repeats a simple accented rhythm is 3/4 time,
this will be given to individual players on their score. At given points, players are added in either 3/4
or 4/4 time with a different accented rhythm. When instructed in the score, you must wait for beat 1
of player 6 (this will become apparent with notation) and join in at the next available opportunity. Do
not get distracted by other time signatures, just play metronomically and stick to your part. Players
1, 3 & 5 provide textural support and do not have an ostinato figure.
Role: As Player 5, you are fading a closed roll down to piano (p). From this point forward, you are
continuing this roll throughout the whole section providing an underlining texture.
Notation: N/A
Playing areas - During this section you need to have a balance
of shell resonance and snare response. Thus, playing the snare
drum slightly off-centre will be the ‘sweet spot’ for this section.
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Timeline 17:49 – 18:18

Closed roll - mp

18:18 – 18:50

Closed roll – Diminuendo from mp - p

18:50 – 19:03

Continue roll - p

“Party Time” (19:03 – 21:14)
Overview – “Party time” is constructed using the exact same method as “samba”. A polyrhythm is
created using multiple repeated ostinatos from different players. Player 6 is the anchor and serves as
the metronome for the remainder of the ensemble, just like the previous section. There are two
differences to this section. Firstly, the rhythmic motifs are different. Secondly, the tempo is slower
(120bpm). This section uses differing layers to throw the listener. For example, there are moment
where players in 3/4 are directed to stop, leaving only player 4/4, and vice versa. The listener is
temporarily settled into a continued time signature during these moments, as a temporary form of
regularity. Players 2, 3, 4 6 & 7 will be given an ostinato rhythm to play, the remaining players will
provide textural support.
Role – As player 5, you do very little during this section and continue to roll for the majority. Follow
the dynamic marking in the timeline and keep the closed roll constant throughout. You are essential
in providing a constant texture.
Notation - NA
Playing areas –

Playing areas - During this section, players providing texture (1 & 5) need to have a balance of shell
resonance and snare response. Thus, playing the snare drum slightly off-centre will be the ‘sweet
spot’ for this section. Players providing a rhythmic ostinatio (2,3,4,6 & 7) should play closer towards
the centre. However, avoid playing directly in the middle as too much of the tone will be lost. (See
right diagram above)
Timeline 19:03 – 20:33

Continue roll - p

20:33 – 20:42

Diminuendo to pp
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20:42 – 21:50

Crescendo to mf

20:50 – 21:00

Continue roll - mf

21:00 – 21:14

Diminuendo to pp

“Waves front to rear” (21:14 – 25:21)
Overview – This section is long and hypnotic. The intention is to create an environment for the
listener where multiple waves pass from the front of the ensemble to the rear. The dynamic swells
continue for a stretched period and waves subside as player drop out, thinning the texture. Players 8,
1 & 2 provide the swells from the front, and players 4, 5 & 6 respond by echoing these swells to the
rear. This method is approached in the same way as section, “waves left to right”. At given moment
in the timeline, players 8, 1 & 2 will begin to crescendo and diminuendo, creating a steady “hairpin”
of dynamics. Directions such as long, short, medium and mf, f, p will be given. Players are to adhere
to this and practice, so they are familiar with how these fit to the timeline. A short wave should take
approximately 6-7 seconds, whereas a long wave should take approximately 13-14 seconds. Players
7 & 3 are continuing from the previous section, “party time”, and will be directed when to return to a
closed roll and die away from the ensemble.

Role – As player 5, you will be reacting to the waves created by players 8, 1 & 2. Your job, alongside
players 6 & 4, is to echo this wave in the rear of the ensemble. Listen carefully to player 1. As player
1 begins to diminuendo, you will begin to crescendo. (See notation) You will be taking the lead for
the rear half of the ensemble. Be sure to control the swells so they open and close at an appropriate
rate for the timeline. Player 4 & 6 should be following you.
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Notation -

Players 6, 5 & 4 are to begin their crescendo when they hear players 8, 1 & 2 getting quieter. This
will create the movement of passing from the front of the ensemble to the rear.

Playing areas – During this section players should move
their stick towards the centre of the drum as they
crescendo through each wave. Once they have peaked
and begin to diminuendo, they should return to a playing
area a couple of inches away from the edge. This will help
make the wave sound as though it moves away into the
distance, as the snare begins to lose presence.

Timeline 21:14 – 21:20

Closed roll - pp

21:20

Closed roll - 1st Wave – Short - mp

21:30

2nd Wave – Short - mp

21:40

3rd Wave – Medium - mp

22:01

4th Wave – Short - mp

22:24

5th Wave – Short - mf

22:34

6th Wave – Short - mf

22:52

7th Wave – Medium - mf

23:08

8th Wave – Long - f

23:27

9th Wave – Short - mf
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23:38

10th Wave – Short - mf

23:49

11th Wave – Short - mp

24:01

12th Wave – Short - mp

24:13

13th Wave – long - p

24:38

14th Wave – long - p

24:55

15th Wave – long - p

25:05

“Waves front to rear”- Stop

25:05 – 25:15

Diminuendo to pp

25:15 – 25:21

Stop – Silence – TACET for remainder

“Lone Drummer - Outro” (25:21 – 27:18) - TACET
Overview – This section concludes the work by stripping back the remaining players to leave player 1
alone, as a soloist. After the previous section, players 7, 8, 1, 2 & 3 are left to continue their rolls.
The rest of the ensemble will have faded out naturally as the waves diminished. The goal for this
section is to strip out the weight of the ensemble in the smoothest way possible by removing players.
Role – TACET
Notation – N/A
Timeline 25:21 – 27:18

TACET - Silence
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Timeline

“Introduction”

Player 5

0:00 – 3:04

Silence

3:04 – 3:55

Closed roll from forte to fortissimo, (f-ff)

3:55 – 4:29

Closed roll from fortissimo, crescendo towards accent at 4:29

4:29

Accent, centre of drum

4:29 – 4:39

Diminuendo from ff to mf

“Plague of wasps”
4:39 – 5:38

Diminuendo from mf to p

5:38 – 6:10

Commence “Plague of Wasps”, (See guidance notes)

6:10

Stop “Plague of Wasps”

6:10 – 6:20

Continue roll a piano (p) and crescendo to mezzo-piano (mp)

“Circles moving concurrently”
6:20 – 6:36

Closed roll at mp – Return slowly to appropriate playing area (See guidance notes)

6:36

“Circles moving concurrently” begins.

6:38

Play accent - mf

6:42

Play accent -mf

6:42 – 7:05

Accelerando - Play remaining 6 accents following ensemble – f –
(See guidance notes)

7:05 – 7:31

Closed roll at mf

7:31

Play accent - f

7:31 - 7:36

Closed roll from mf - pp

“Waves left to right”
7:36 – 7:43

Closed roll at pp – Move playing area towards edge. (See guidance notes)
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7:43

1st wave - continue roll (pp)

7:54

2nd wave - continue roll (pp)

8:03

3rd wave - continue roll (pp)

8:15

4th wave - continue roll (pp)

8:28

5th wave - continue roll (pp)

8:40

6th wave - continue roll (pp)

8:50 – 8:58

Crescendo closed roll from pp - mp

“Circles multiple directions”
8:58 – 9:03

Closed roll – mp - Move to appropriate playing area for section. (See guidance notes)

9:03

1st pass – ACCENT - clockwise - mf - Slow

9:17

2nd pass – ACCENT – anticlockwise - f - Quick

9:32

3rd pass – ACCENT - clockwise - mf - moderate

9:39 – 10:08

Diminuendo from mp to pp

“Waves left to right”
10:08 – 11:21

Continue roll - pp

“Choral”
11:21 – 13:13

Gradual Crescendo from pp to ff

13:13

Abrupt accent (sf) then immediately into “flutter” section – 5 second intervals

“Flutters”
13:13

Begin flutters – mp – 5 second intervals

14:04

Stop flutters

15:07 – 15:15

Closed roll diminuendo from mp to pp

15:15 – 15:29

Closed roll crescendo from pp to mf
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15:29

Begin flutters – mf – 5 second intervals

16:14

Stop flutters

16:14 – 16:26

Diminuendo from mf to pp

16:26

Stop - Silence

“Bee Swarm – Gallop”
16:26 – 16:45

Silence

16:45 – 16:50

Closed roll – Crescendo from pp - f

16:50

Start “Gallop” - f

17:00 – 17:30

Continue “Gallop” – Diminuendo from f to p

17:30 – 17:47

Continue “Gallop” – Crescendo from p to f

17:43

Sudden Accent – f – Stop “Gallop”

17:43 – 17:49

Closed roll – Diminuendo to mp

“Samba”
17:49 – 18:18

Closed roll - mp

18:18 – 18:50

Closed roll – Diminuendo from mp - p

18:50 – 19:03

Continue roll - p

“Party Time”
19:03 – 20:33

Continue roll - p

20:33 – 20:42

Diminuendo to pp

20:42– 20:50

Crescendo to mf

20:50 – 21:00

Continue roll - mf

21:00 – 21:14

Diminuendo to p

“Waves front to rear”
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21:14 – 21:20

Closed roll - p

21:20

Closed roll - 1st Wave – Short - mp

21:30

2nd Wave – Short - mp

21:40

3rd Wave – Medium - mp

22:01

4th Wave – Short - mp

22:24

5th Wave – Short - mf

22:34

6th Wave – Short - mf

22:52

7th Wave – Medium - mf

23:08

8th Wave – Long - f

23:27

9th Wave – Short - mf

23:38

10th Wave – Short - mf

23:49

11th Wave – Short - mp

24:01

12th Wave – Short - mp

24:13

13th Wave – long - p

24:38

14th Wave – long - p

24:55

15th Wave – long - p

25:05 – 25:15

Closed roll – Diminuendo to pp

25:15 – 25:21

Stop – Silence – TACET for remainder

“Lone drummer – Outro” - TACET
25:21 – 27:18

TACET - Silence
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Player 6 - DRUMROLL (2020)

“Introduction” (0:00 – 4:39)
Overview - The introduction section is essentially a layering up of drum rolls over a long period of
time. The texture and dynamics are steadily built towards a final tutti accent played in the centre of
the drum. Players are gradually introduced in a specified order: 1, 2, 8, 3+7, 4+6, then 5. The texture
and intensity continues to build towards the accent at 4:29. After this accent, all players stop their
rolls with the exceptions of players 4, 5 & 6, who transition the ensemble into the next section with a
controlled diminuendo.
Role – As player 6, you are the fifth player to enter the ensemble, with your entry at 2:28. You must
begin your closed roll softly and continue to crescendo from mezzo-forte to fortissimo. (mf-ff) You
will be following player 1 to control this crescendo, it is important not to peak the crescendo too
soon, use the timeline as a guide. The accent at 4:29 will happen exactly on that second, therefore
be alert on the lead up, and count the seconds leading up as if you were playing at 60bpm.
Notation -

Playing areas -

The closed rolls should be played in the suggested area on the left. The tutti accent needs to have a
short full and fat sound. Therefore, playing the dead spot directly in the centre is advised.
Timeline 0:00 – 2:28

Silence

2:28 – 3:11

Closed roll from mezzo-forte to forte, (mf-f)

3:11 – 3:55

Closed roll from forte to fortissimo, (f-ff)
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3:55 – 4:29

Closed roll from fortissimo, crescendo towards accent at 4:29

4:29

Accent, centre of drum

4:29 – 4:39

Diminuendo from f to mf

“Plague of wasps” (4:39 – 6:20)
Overview – During this section, only players 1, 3, 5 and 7 are used to create the movement. This
section creates an effect whereby the listener is somewhat disorientated by quick interjection of
random intensity. The players will roll towards the edge of the drum to emulate a timbre, which
collectively, should embody the sound of wasps moving around the headspace.
Role – Although you are not involved with the actual “plague of wasps” movement, you will be
continuing a closed roll that fades away into the second half of this section.
Timeline 4:39 – 5:35

Closed roll from mf to pp

5:35 – 6:20

Silence

“Circles moving concurrently” (6:20 – 7:36)
Overview – This section is by far the most challenging for the ensemble to accomplish. Players 7 & 3
(left and right), play an accent together within a roll. This accent is then passed around the ensemble
clock-wise. Consequently, players 4 & 8 are the next pair of players to accent in unison. This motion
is continued clockwise in pairs for a total of 4 complete passes which consists of 8 accents per
player. The tempo of the accents are initially dictated by the clock, i.e. 1 accent per second/ or
60bpm. After one complete pass, the ensemble is to dramatically accelerando at a chosen pace by
the collective. This section ends by returning to the closed roll with a final singular accent being
passed anti-clockwise from player 1.
Role - As player 6, you must be alerted to accents
that are approaching from your right, especially
player 5. Your job is to echo the accent to
continue the passing of the accent clockwise. At
the same time, you must also be aware that you
should be in unison with player 2, as two accents
are ultimately being passed around the
ensemble. (See diagram) Everyone in the
ensemble must practice this section together to
secure the movement, particularly during the
accelerando. This section concludes with a
singular accent being passed anti-clockwise from
Player 1. This part is relatively easy as specific
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timing will be given for the responses in the timeline.
Notation – The accented roll could be expressed like the following example:

The aim is to simply accent part of the roll when required and return to your original dynamic.
Playing areas - During this section we need to have a balance of
shell resonance and snare response. Thus, playing the snare
drum slightly off-centre will be the ‘sweet spot’ for this section.

Timeline 6:20 – 6:36

Closed roll at mp – Return slowly to appropriate playing area (See guidance notes)

6:36

“Circles moving concurrently” begins.

6:39

Play accent - mf

6:43

Play accent -mf

6:42

Accelerando - Play remaining 6 accents following ensemble – f –
(See guidance notes)

7:05 – 7:30

Closed roll at mf

7:30

Play accent - f

7:30 - 7:36

Closed roll from mf - p

“Waves left to right” (7:36 – 8:58)
Overview: During this section, the ensemble creates a sensation where the audience experience a
number of waves passing over them from left to right. This is achieved by dynamic swells starting
with players 6, 7 & 8. Players 2, 3 & 4 respond by swelling as players 6, 7 & 8 diminuendo. In short,
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the two halves of the ensemble do the opposite from each other so the crescendo passes from left
to right. Players 1 & 5 do nothing other than maintain a closed roll at pianissimo (pp).

Notation: The behaviour of the swells can be expressed in the example below:

Playing areas – As you begin to crescendo during the
swells, move your sticks to a more central part of the
drum. On the diminuendo, return to an area of the drum
approximately 2 inches from the edge.
Role – As player 6, you must listen carefully to player 7.
You will be initiating each wave in unison with them. As
you diminuendo from each wave, players 2, 3 & 4 will
begin to crescendo, echoing your wave from left to right.
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Timeline 7:36 – 7:43

Closed roll at p – Move playing area towards edge. (See guidance notes)

7:43

1st wave - mp

7:54

2nd wave - mp

8:03

3rd wave - mf

8:15

4th wave - f

8:28

5th wave - mf

8:40

6th wave - mp

8:50 – 8:58

Continue closed roll - mp

“Circles - multiple directions” (8:58 – 10:08)
Overview: During the section, accents are passed around the audience in a circular motion. Unlike
the first circular section, the circular accent begins from player 5, and only one accent is passed each
time. There are only three passes of this idea (clockwise, anticlockwise then clockwise). The tempo in
which the accent is passed is stated in the timeline for each pass i.e., moderate, quick etc. Nothing is
played precisely to definite beats per minute, so an agreement must be made by the ensemble on
tempo.
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Role – As player 6, you will be the 2nd player to play the accent if the movement is clockwise, and the
8th player to accent if the movement is anticlockwise. Timings will be given in the score for each pass,
you will react immediately after the players to your left and right. (7 & 5)
Notation – The accented roll could be expressed like the following example:

The aim is to achieve a short accent in response to player 5 at the correct time.

Playing areas - During this section we need to have a balance of
shell resonance and snare response. Thus, playing the snare drum
slightly off-centre will be the ‘sweet spot’ for this section.

Timeline 8:58 – 9:03

Closed roll – mp - Move to appropriate playing area for section. (See guidance notes)

9:03

1st pass clockwise - mf - Slow

9:17

2nd pass anticlockwise - f - Quick

9:32

3rd pass clockwise - mf - moderate

9:39 – 10:15

Diminuendo from mp to pp

10:15

Stop - Silence

“Waves left to right - transition” (10:08– 11:21)
Overview – This section behaves in the same way to “Waves left to right”. This section is constructed
as a moment of respite to segue into the next section. Only players 3, 7 and 5 are active during this
section. 3 “waves” are passed from player 7 to player 3 and timings will be given in the timeline.
Player 5 will simply continue to roll to provide an anchor for this section.
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Role – TACET – Remaining players should prepare for the next section

“Choral” (11:21– 13:13)
Overview – The choral section is a section where players are layered back up into the ensemble. The
blend of engaged and disengaged snares is adopted to create a homogenous chord like character.
Players 2, 4, 6 & 8 are to disengage their snares and perform a passing of an accented motif
between themselves. The accent begins with player 8, then 2, then 4, then 6. As this cycle continues
in a clockwise manner (returning to 8 and repeating cycle), the speed steadily increases as the
dynamics begin to grow. Metaphorically, like a helicopter blade building up momentum. Players 1, 3,
5 & 7 are simply added at different points to thicken the texture, they will act as the underlining
drum roll anchor. All 4 disengaged players play a sudden accent at precisely 12:30. The ensemble
crescendo together and more players are added. Then, the ensemble heads towards a final tutti
accent at 13:13, which concludes the section.
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Role: As player 6, you will be important in achieving this “helicopter” style accelerando between
players 8, 2, 4 & 6. Your job is to respond immediately after player 4, gradually reducing your
reaction time and steadily increasing the dynamic. You must work together to make this build
smooth. Your snares will be disengaged from your entry at 11:23. As player 6, you will be
immediately transitioning into the “flutter” section and must count 6 seconds immediately after the
abrupt accent marked in the timeline. (See “flutter” section for details)

Notation – The accented roll could be expressed like the following example:

Playing areas:

Players 2, 4, 6 & 8 are to play their rolls with each hand spaced apart just off-centre. (See left
diagram) The aim is to achieve maximum resonance from the shell. Playing the roll more open with
slightly more space between notes will help encourage resonance. Playing too far from the centre or
too closely will result in a dead or thin timbre. The remaining players, who have engaged snares, are
to play in the balanced playing area slightly off-centre from the snares.
Timeline 11:21

Disengage snares

11:23

Closed roll – p – Roll in appropriate playing area (See guidance notes)

12:08

Begin “Choral” accents “8, 2, 4, 6, 8, 4, 2, 6…”

12:08 – 12:30

Accelerando and Crescendo – p - f

12:30

Sudden Accent (sf) – Stop “Choral” accents

12:30 – 12:43

Diminuendo to - pp

12:43

Stop and engage snares
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12:55 – 13:13

Crescendo to ff

13:13

Abrupt accent (sf) - Immediately into “flutter” section (6 seconds)

“Flutters” (13:13 – 16:26)
Overview – This is one of the longer sections in this work. The aim of the “flutter” section is to create
an atmosphere for the listener where small “flutter-like” interjections bounce around the ensemble.
This is achieved by individual players abruptly breaking into small open double-stroke roll
exposures. These interjections only last for 1 crotchet, at the hand speed in which the player is
rolling. Players participating in these interjections (1, 2, 4, 5, 6 & 8), will be given an interval in time
i.e. 4 seconds, 5 seconds. They are to watch the clock and interject their double-stroke motifs at
those time intervals when they are asked to “begin flutters”. They are to return to the closed roll
between each exposure. Everything else will be directed by the timeline. Players 7 & 3 will not play
any double stroke rolls, instead they are to provide closed roll texture which will be indicated in the
timeline. It is important not to over-play accents during the double-stroke interjections, the passing
of these exposures should sound textural, rather than rhythmic.

Role – As player 6, you are to interject 6 seconds
after the opening of this section. It is important
to watch the clock and count carefully. If the
second does not line up precisely with your
leading hand, this is okay. Begin the double
stroke roll at the next available and appropriate
hand. You will be directed in the timeline when
to roll normally and change dynamics.

Notation – The interjection would be expressed like this if notated:
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Playing areas -

When playing the double stroke roll exposure, the player should move to a more central and dead
area of the drum. When they are playing the closed roll, they are to return to the original balanced
area of the drum. This will help provide a more articulate and percussive sounding double-stroke roll
without overly increasing the dynamics.
Timeline 13:13 – 14:04

Begin flutter – mp – 6 second intervals

14:04

Stop flutters

14:04 – 15:15

Closed roll diminuendo from mp to pp

15:15 – 15:29

Closed roll crescendo from pp to mf

15:29

Begin flutters – mf – 6 second intervals

16:06

Stop flutters

16:06 – 16:18

Diminuendo from mf to pp
Stop - Silence

16:18 – 16:26

“Bee Swarm & Gallop” (16:26 – 17:49)
Overview – This section is perhaps the most technically demanding to play. Players 2, 3, 4 ,6, 7 & 8
will be given an ostinato figure that they are to repeat over a given time period. Some of these
motifs are challenging and players should practice these to make them sound secure. Individual
rhythms are not intended to have a particular tempo. Instead, a tempo range is suggested, players
should avoid locking into each other. The contrasting tempos of each rhythm are applied to create
the overall jarring texture. On a structural basis, it is relatively straightforward. Timings for starting
and stopping the ostinato figures are given in the timeline. Towards the latter stages of this section,
players are directed to break into a closed roll with one hand playing simple single strokes. The buzz
against the single stroke creates a “gallop” texture. Again, timings will be directed in the timeline.
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Role – As player 6, you will be given a repeated rhythm that you must play when directed in the
timeline (see notation below). Continue to repeat this rhythm during the times stated, when told to
stop, return to a closed roll. Your ostinato rhythm will change abruptly to the gallop rhythm at 17:04.
Your rhythm is challenging to play, ensure you have a strong double stroke roll prior to attempting
player 6.

Notation - As player 6, this is the ostinato figure you will be repeating as directed.

When you are instructed to begin the “gallop” (Gallop Start), all you are simply required to stop one
hand from creating a “buzz” as part of a closed roll. In the below example we can see that the right
hand is no longer taking part in the closed roll and is simply playing single strokes. This is how the
“gallop” texture is achieved.

Playing areas - During this section we need to have a balance of
shell resonance and snare response. Thus, playing the snare
drum slightly off-centre will be the ‘sweet spot’ for this section.

Timeline 16:26 – 16:45

Begin ostinato rhythm - mp

16:45 – 16:50

Crescendo to mf

16:50 – 17:13

Continue Ostinato - mf
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17:04

Start “Gallop” - mf

17:44

Sudden Accent – f – Stop “Gallop”

17:44 – 17:49

Closed roll – Diminuendo to mp

“Samba” (17:49 – 19:03)
Overview: This section and the next section will need to be rehearsed. A complex polyrhythm is
created between the ensemble. All rhythms are played at 130bpm. Player 6 is the first player to
introduce a consistent rhythm, and it is that player who behaves as the metronome. It is absolutely
essential that all players listen to player 6. Player 6 repeats a simple accented rhythm is 3/4 time,
this will be given to individual players on their score. At given points, players are added in either 3/4
or 4/4 time with a different accented rhythm. When instructed in the score, you must wait for beat 1
of player 6 (this will become apparent with notation) and join in at the next available opportunity. Do
not get distracted by other time signatures, just play metronomically and stick to your part. Players
1, 3 & 5 provide textural support and do not have an ostinato figure.
Role: As player 6, you will be given an ostinato figure in the notation. When you are asked to start
your rhythm/ ostinato, you are to repeat the rhythm given in the notation. As player 6, you are the
first to start your ostinato. All other players will be listening to you as a point of reference and time. It
is integral that you are aware of your tempo (130 bpm) and play accurately and metronomically.
Essentially, you are the metronome. Therefore, start your rhythm and try not to be swayed by other
players, be constant and consistent.

Notation -

Playing areas - During this section you need to have a balance of
shell resonance and snare response. Thus, playing the snare
drum slightly off-centre will be the ‘sweet spot’ for this section.
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Timeline 17:49 – 17:58

Closed roll – Crescendo from mp to mf

17:58

Start ostinato rhythm - mf

18:45 – 19:00

Diminuendo to mp

19:00 – 19:03

Stop ostinato rhythm – Closed roll mp

“Party Time” (19:03 – 21:14)
Overview – “Party time” is constructed using the exact same method as “samba”. A polyrhythm is
created using multiple repeated ostinatos from different players. Player 6 is the anchor and serves as
the metronome for the remainder of the ensemble, just like the previous section. There are two
differences to this section. Firstly, the rhythmic motifs are different. Secondly, the tempo is slower
(120bpm). This section uses differing layers to throw the listener. For example, there are moment
where players in 3/4 are directed to stop, leaving only player 4/4, and vice versa. The listener is
temporarily settled into a continued time signature during these moments, as a temporary form of
regularity. Players 2, 3, 4 6 & 7 will be given an ostinato rhythm to play, the remaining players will
provide textural support.
Role: As player 6, you will be given an ostinato figure in the notation. When you are asked to start
your rhythm/ ostinato, you are to repeat the rhythm given in the notation. As player 6, you are the
first to start your ostinato. All other players will be listening to you as a point of reference and time. It
is integral that you are aware of your tempo (120 bpm) and play accurately and metronomically.
Essentially, you are the metronome. Therefore, start your rhythm and try not to be swayed by other
players, be constant and consistent.

Notation -

Playing areas –
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During this section, players providing texture (1 & 5) need to have a balance of shell resonance and
snare response. Thus, playing the snare drum slightly off-centre will be the ‘sweet spot’ for this
section. Players providing a rhythmic ostinatio (2,3,4,6 & 7) should play closer towards the centre.
However, avoid playing directly in the middle as too much of the tone will be lost. (See right diagram
above)
Timeline 19:03 – 19:09

Closed roll – mp – Move to appropriate playing area

19:09

Begin ostinato rhythm - mp

20:33

Stop ostinato rhythm - Closed roll - mp

20:33 – 20:42

Diminuendo from mp - p

20:42 – 20:50

Crescendo from p - f

20:50

Begin ostinato rhythm - f

21:06

Stop ostinato rhythm

21:06 – 21:14

Closed roll – Diminuendo from f to pp

“Waves front to rear” (21:14 – 25:21)
Overview – This section is long and hypnotic. The
intention is to create an environment for the
listener where multiple waves pass from the front
of the ensemble to the rear. The dynamic swells
continue for a stretched period and waves subside
as player drop out, thinning the texture. Players 8,
1 & 2 provide the swells from the front, and
players 4, 5 & 6 respond by echoing these swells to
the rear. This method is approached in the same
way as section, “waves left to right”. At given
moment in the timeline, players 8, 1 & 2 will begin
to crescendo and diminuendo, creating a steady
“hairpin” of dynamics. Directions such as long,
short, medium and mf, f, p will be given. Players
are to adhere to this and practice, so they are
familiar with how these fit to the timeline. A short
wave should take approximately 6-7 seconds,
whereas a long wave should take approximately
13-14 seconds. Players 7 & 3 are to continue their
ostinato from the previous section, “party time”,
and will be directed when to return to a closed roll
and die away from the ensemble.
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Role –After you have reduced and settled back into a closed roll at pianissimo (pp) from the previous
section, you will be ready to perform the waves. As player 6, you will be reacting to the waves
created by players 8, 1 & 2. Your job, alongside players 4 & 5, is to echo this wave in the rear of the
ensemble. Listen carefully to player 1. As player 1 begins to diminuendo, you will begin to crescendo.
(See notation) You will be taking your lead from player 5, it is important to work as a team so that
these swells sound even and fit within the timeline.
Notation -

Players 6, 5 & 4 are to begin their crescendo when they hear players 8, 1 & 2 getting quieter. This
will create the movement of passing from the front of the ensemble to the rear.

Playing areas – During this section players should move
their stick towards the centre of the drum as they
crescendo through each wave. Once they have peaked
and begin to diminuendo, they should return to a playing
area a couple of inches away from the edge. This will help
make the wave sound as though it moves away into the
distance, as the snare begins to lose presence.

Timeline 21:14 – 21:20

Closed roll - pp

21:20

Closed roll - 1st Wave – Short - mp

21:30

2nd Wave – Short - mp

21:40

3rd Wave – Medium - mp

22:01

4th Wave – Short - mp

22:24

5th Wave – Short - mf
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22:34

6th Wave – Short - mf

22:52

7th Wave – Medium - mf

23:08

8th Wave – Long - f

23:27

9th Wave – Short - mf

23:38

10th Wave – Short - mf

23:49

11th Wave – Short - mp

24:01

12th Wave – Short - mp

24:13

13th Wave – long - p

24:38

14th Wave – long - p

24:55

15th Wave – long - p

25:05

“Waves front to rear”- Stop

25:05 – 25:15

Diminuendo to pp

25:15 – 25:21

Stop – Silence – TACET for remainder

“Lone Drummer - Outro” (25:21 – 27:18) - TACET
Overview – This section concludes the work by stripping back the remaining players to leave player 1
alone, as a soloist. After the previous section, players 7, 8, 1, 2 & 3 are left to continue their rolls.
The rest of the ensemble will have faded out naturally as the waves diminished. The goal for this
section is to strip out the weight of the ensemble in the smoothest way possible by removing players.
Role – TACET
Notation – N/A
Timeline 25:21 – 27:18

TACET - Silence
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Timeline

“Introduction”

Player 6

0:00 – 2:28

Silence

2:28 - 3:11

Closed roll from mezzo-forte to forte, (mf-f)

3:11 – 3:55

Closed roll from forte to fortissimo, (f-ff)

3:55 – 4:29

Closed roll from fortissimo, crescendo towards accent at 4:29

4:29

Accent, centre of drum

4:29 – 4:39

Closed roll – Diminuendo from f to mf

“Plague of wasps”
4:39 – 5:53

Diminuendo from mf to pp

5:53 – 6:20

Silence

“Circles moving concurrently”
6:20 – 6:36

Closed roll at mp – Return slowly to appropriate playing area (See guidance
notes)

6:36

“Circles moving concurrently” begins.

6:39

Play accent - mf

6:43

Play accent -mf

6:42

Accelerando - Play remaining 6 accents following ensemble – f –
(See guidance notes)

7:05 – 7:30

Closed roll at mf

7:30

Play accent - f

7:30 - 7:36

Closed roll from mf - p

“Waves left to right”
7:36 – 7:43

Closed roll at p – Move playing area towards edge. (See guidance notes)
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7:43

1st wave - mp

7:54

2nd wave - mp

8:03

3rd wave - mf

8:15

4th wave - f

8:28

5th wave - mf

8:40

6th wave - mp

8:50 – 8:58

Continue closed roll - mp

“Circles multiple directions”
8:58 – 9:03

Closed roll – mp - Move to appropriate playing area for section. (See guidance
notes)

9:03

1st pass clockwise - mf - Slow

9:17

2nd pass anticlockwise - f - Quick

9:32

3rd pass clockwise - mf - moderate

9:39 – 10:15

Diminuendo from mp to pp

10:15

Stop - Silence

“Waves left to right - transition”
10:15 – 11:21

Silence – Disengage snares

“Choral”
11:21 – 11:23

Disengage Snares

11:23 – 12:08

Closed roll - p

12:08

Begin “Choral” accents “8, 2, 4, 6, 8, 4, 2, 6…”

12:08 – 12:30

Accelerando and Crescendo – p - f

12:30

Sudden Accent (sf) – Stop “Choral” accents

12:30 – 22:43

Diminuendo to - pp
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12:43

Stop and engage snares

12:55 – 13:13

Closed roll crescendo to ff

13:13

Abrupt accent (sf) – Immediately into “flutter section” – 6 Seconds

“Flutters”
13:13 – 14:04

Begin flutters – mp – 11 second intervals

14:04

Stop flutters

15:07 – 15:15

Closed roll diminuendo from mp to pp

15:15 – 15:29

Closed roll crescendo from pp to mf

15:29

Begin flutters – mf – 6 second intervals

16:06

Stop flutters

16:06 – 16:18

Diminuendo from mf to pp

16:18 – 16:26

Stop - Silence

“Bee Swarm – Gallop”
16:26 – 16:45

Begin ostinato rhythm - mp

16:45 – 16:50

Crescendo to mf

16:50 – 17:13

Continue Ostinato - mf

17:04

Start “Gallop” - mf

17:44

Sudden Accent – f – Stop “Gallop”

17:44 – 17:49

Closed roll – Diminuendo to mp

“Samba”
17:49 – 17:58

Closed roll – Crescendo from mp to mf

17:58

Start ostinato rhythm - mf

18:45 – 19:00

Diminuendo to mp

19:00 – 19:03

Stop ostinato rhythm – Closed roll mp
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“Party Time”
19:03 – 19:09

Closed roll – mp – Move to appropriate playing area

19:09

Begin ostinato rhythm - mp

20:33

Stop ostinato rhythm - Closed roll - mp

20:33 – 20:42

Diminuendo from mp - p

20:42 – 20:50

Crescendo from p - f

20:50

Begin ostinato rhythm - f

21:06

Stop ostinato – Closed roll - mf

21:06 – 21:14

Diminuendo from mf to pp

“Waves front to rear”
21:14 – 21:20

Closed roll - pp

21:20

Closed roll - 1st Wave – Short - mp

21:30

2nd Wave – Short - mp

21:40

3rd Wave – Medium - mp

22:01

4th Wave – Short - mp

22:24

5th Wave – Short - mf

22:34

6th Wave – Short - mf

22:52

7th Wave – Medium - mf

23:08

8th Wave – Long - f

23:27

9th Wave – Short - mf

23:38

10th Wave – Short - mf

23:49

11th Wave – Short - mp

24:01

12th Wave – Short - mp

24:13

13th Wave – long - p
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24:38

14th Wave – long - p

24:55

15th Wave – long - p

25:05 – 25:15

Closed roll – Diminuendo to pp

25:15 – 25:21

Stop – Silence – TACET for remainder

“Lone drummer – Outro”- TACET
25:21 – 27:18

TACET - Silence
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Player 7 - DRUMROLL (2020)

“Introduction” (0:00 – 4:39)
Overview - The introduction section is essentially a layering up of drum rolls over a long period of
time. The texture and dynamics are steadily built towards a final tutti accent played in the centre of
the drum. Players are gradually introduced in a specified order: 1, 2, 8, 3+7, 4+6, then 5. The texture
and intensity continues to build towards the accent at 4:29. After this accent, all players stop their
rolls with the exceptions of players 4, 5 & 6, who transition the ensemble into the next section with a
controlled diminuendo.
Role – As player 7, you are the fourth player to enter the ensemble, with your entry at 1:20. You
must begin your closed roll softly and continue to crescendo from mezzo-piano to fortissimo. (mp-ff)
You will be following player 1 to control this crescendo, it is important not to peak the crescendo too
soon, use the timeline as a guide. The accent at 4:29 will happen exactly on that second, therefore
be alert on the lead up, and count the seconds leading up as if you were playing at 60bpm.
Notation -

Playing areas -

The closed rolls should be played in the suggested area on the left. The tutti accent needs to have a
short full and fat sound. Therefore, playing the dead spot directly in the centre is advised.
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Timeline 0:00 – 1:20

Silence

1:20 – 3:11

Closed roll from mezzo-piano to forte, (mp-f)

3:11 – 3:55

Closed roll from forte to fortissimo, (f-ff)

3:55 – 4:29

Closed roll from fortissimo, crescendo towards accent at 4:29

4:29

Accent, centre of drum

4:29 – 4:39

Silence

“Plague of wasps” (4:39 – 6:20)
Overview – During this section, only players 1, 3, 5 and 7 are used to create the movement. This
section creates an effect whereby the listener is somewhat disorientated by quick interjection of
random intensity. The players will roll towards the edge of the drum to emulate a timbre, which
collectively, should embody the sound of wasps moving around the headspace.
Role – As player 7, you will be working with player
3 to pass the intensity back and forth (left and
right). When you are asked to commence this
section, your job is to speed up the roll with a tight
grip and play very closely towards the hoop. At
random intervals, you will be required to interject
abrupt swells in dynamics, returning to your
original piano dynamic in between exposures.
These are decided at players discretion! Listen
carefully to player 3 and stay out the way if they
are swelling, if they are not, you may begin a
sporadic swell. This will help maintain the feeling
of movement from front to rear and left to right.

Notation – Here is an example of what an interjection might look like. However, as specified these
swells should be randomised. Avoid using interjects that last longer than 3 seconds.
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Timeline 4:39 – 5:20

Silence

5:20 – 5:38

Closed roll from ppp to p. Subtle entry

5:38 – 6:10

Commence “Plague of Wasps”, (See guidance notes)

6:10

Stop “Plague of Wasps”

6:10 – 6:20

Continue roll a piano (p) and crescendo to mezzo-piano (mp)

“Circles moving concurrently” (6:20 – 7:36)
Overview – This section is by far the most challenging for the ensemble to accomplish. Players 7 & 3
(left and right), play an accent together within a roll. This accent is then passed around the ensemble
clock-wise. Consequently, players 4 & 8 are the next pair of players to accent in unison. This motion
is continued clockwise in pairs for a total of 4 complete passes which consists of 8 accents per
player. The tempo of the accents are initially dictated by the clock, i.e. 1 accent per second/ or
60bpm. After one complete pass, the ensemble is to dramatically accelerando at a chosen pace by
the collective. This section ends by returning to the closed roll with a final singular accent being
passed anti-clockwise from player 1.
Role – As player 7, you will be initiating
the first accent of the sequence with
player 3. This will happen at the given
points in the timeline. You must be
alerted to accents that are approaching
from your right, especially player 6.
Your job is to echo the accent to
continue the passing of the accent
clockwise. Everyone in the ensemble
must practice this section together to
secure the movement and ensure
accents are happening in pairs,
particularly during the accelerando. This
section concludes with a singular accent
being passed anti-clockwise from Player
1. This part is relatively easy as specific
timing will be given for the responses in
the timeline.
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Notation – The accented roll could be expressed like the following example:

The aim is to simply accent part of the roll when required and return to your original dynamic.
Playing areas - During this section we need to have a
balance of shell resonance and snare response. Thus,
playing the snare drum slightly off-centre will be the ‘sweet
spot’ for this section.

Timeline 6:20 – 6:36

Closed roll at mp – Return slowly to appropriate playing area (See guidance notes)

6:36

Play accent - mf - “Circles moving concurrently” begins.

6:40

Play accent - mf

6:44

Play accent -mf

6:44

Accelerando - Play remaining 6 accents following ensemble – f –
(See guidance notes)

7:05 – 7:29

Closed roll at mf

7:29

Play accent - f

7:29 - 7:36

Closed roll from mf - p

“Waves left to right” (7:36 – 8:58)
Overview: During this section, the ensemble creates a sensation where the audience experience a
number of waves passing over them from left to right. This is achieved by dynamic swells starting
with players 6, 7 & 8. Players 2, 3 & 4 respond by swelling as players 6, 7 & 8 diminuendo. In short,
the two halves of the ensemble do the opposite from each other so the crescendo passes from left
to right. Players 1 & 5 do nothing other than maintain a closed roll at pianissimo (pp).
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Notation: The behaviour of the swells can be expressed in the example below:

Playing areas – As you begin to crescendo during the
swells, move your sticks to a more central part of the
drum. On the diminuendo, return to an area of the drum
approximately 2 inches from the edge.
Role – As player 7, you will be initiating each wave in
unison with player 6 & 8. As you diminuendo from each
wave, players 2, 3 & 4 will begin to crescendo, echoing
your wave from left to right. You are the leader for this
section, ensure you control each wave to fit the dynamics
and timings stated.

Timeline 7:36 – 7:43

Closed roll at p – Move playing area towards edge. (See guidance notes)

7:43

1st wave - mp
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7:54

2nd wave - mp

8:03

3rd wave - mf

8:15

4th wave - f

8:28

5th wave - mf

8:40

6th wave - mp

8:50 – 8:58

Continue closed roll - mp

“Circles - multiple directions” (8:58 – 10:08)
Overview: During the section, accents are passed around the audience in a circular motion. Unlike
the first circular section, the circular accent begins from player 5, and only one accent is passed each
time. There are only three passes of this idea (clockwise, anticlockwise then clockwise). The tempo in
which the accent is passed is stated in the timeline for each pass i.e., moderate, quick etc. Nothing is
played precisely to definite beats per minute, so an agreement must be made by the ensemble on
tempo.

Role – As player 7, you will be the 3rd player to play the accent if the movement is clockwise, and the
7th player to accent if the movement is anticlockwise. Timings will be given in the score for each pass,
you will react immediately after the players to your left and right. (6 & 8)
Notation – The accented roll could be expressed like the following example:

The aim is to achieve a short accent in response to player 5 at the correct time.
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Playing areas - During this section we need to have a balance of shell
resonance and snare response. Thus, playing the snare drum slightly
off-centre will be the ‘sweet spot’ for this section.

Timeline 8:58 – 9:03

Closed roll – mp - Move to appropriate playing area for section. (See guidance notes)

9:03

1st pass clockwise - mf - Slow

9:17

2nd pass anticlockwise - f - Quick

9:32

3rd pass clockwise - mf - moderate

9:39 – 10:15

Diminuendo from mp to pp

“Waves left to right - transition” (10:08– 11:21)
Overview – This section behaves in the same way to “Waves left to right”. This section is constructed
as a moment of respite to segue into the next section. Only players 3, 7 and 5 are active during this
section. 3 “waves” are passed from player 7 to player 3 and timings will be given in the timeline.
Player 5 will simply continue to roll to provide an anchor for this section.
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Role – As player 7, you play the most important part by controlling the waves in this section.
Between you and player 3, you will be passing a dynamic swell from left to right, exactly as described
in the “waves left to right section”. Your job is to initiate each wave following the dynamic guidance
in the timeline. Understand the length and speed of each wave. Player 3 will echo these swells as
you begin to diminuendo.
Notation – N/A

Playing areas – As you begin to crescendo during the
swells, move your sticks to a more central part of the
drum. On the diminuendo, return to an area of the drum
approximately 2 inches from the edge.

Timeline 10:15 - 11:20

Crescendo from pp to p

11:20

1st wave - mp

11:40

2nd wave - mf

11:00

3rd wave - mp

11:10 – 11:21

Diminuendo to pp

11:21

Stop - Silence

“Choral” (11:21– 13:13)
Overview – The choral section is a section where players are layered back up into the ensemble. The
blend of engaged and disengaged snares is adopted to create a homogenous chord like character.
Players 2, 4, 6 & 8 are to disengage their snares and perform a passing of an accented motif
between themselves. The accent begins with player 8, then 2, then 4, then 6. As this cycle continues
in a clockwise manner (returning to 8 and repeating cycle), the speed steadily increases as the
dynamics begin to grow. Metaphorically, like a helicopter blade building up momentum. Players 1, 3,
5 & 7 are simply added at different points to thicken the texture, they will act as the underlining
drum roll anchor. All 4 disengaged players play a sudden accent at precisely 12:30. The ensemble
crescendo together and more players are added. Then, the ensemble heads towards a final tutti
accent at 13:13, which concludes the section.
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Role: As player 7, you are not integral to the movement within this section. Instead, you will remain
silent for the first half of this section and provide a textural roll as the ensemble heads towards the
final accent. You will provide a long gradual crescendo to build up the intensity as the ensemble
grows.

Notation – N/A
Playing areas:

Players 2, 4, 6 & 8 are to play their rolls with each hand spaced apart just off-centre. (See left
diagram) The aim is to achieve maximum resonance from the shell. Playing the roll more open with
slightly more space between notes will help encourage resonance. Playing too far from the centre or
too closely will result in a dead or thin timbre. The remaining players, who have engaged snares, are
to play in the balanced playing area slightly off-centre from the snares.
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Timeline 11:21 – 12:35

Silence

12:35 – 13:13

Closed roll – Crescendo from pp to ff

13:13

Abrupt accent (sf)

13:13

Silence

“Flutters” (13:13 – 16:26)
Overview – This is one of the longer sections in this work. The aim of the “flutter” section is to create
an atmosphere for the listener where small “flutter-like” interjections bounce around the ensemble.
This is achieved by individual players abruptly breaking into small open double-stroke roll
exposures. These interjections only last for 1 crotchet, at the hand speed in which the player is
rolling. Players participating in these interjections (1, 2, 4, 5, 6 & 8), will be given an interval in time
i.e. 4 seconds, 5 seconds. They are to watch the clock and interject their double-stroke motifs at
those time intervals when they are asked to “begin flutters”. They are to return to the closed roll
between each exposure. Everything else will be directed by the timeline. Players 7 & 3 will not play
any double stroke rolls, instead they are to provide closed roll texture which will be indicated in the
timeline. It is important not to over-play accents during the double-stroke interjections, the passing
of these exposures should sound textural, rather than rhythmic.

Role – As player 7, you do not have any “flutter” interjections. You will be silent for the first half of
this section. You will abruptly enter the ensemble at 15:29 with a forte-piano accented roll and begin
to grow towards the next section.
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Notation –

Playing areas -

When playing the double stroke roll exposure, the player should move to a more central and dead
area of the drum. When they are playing the closed roll, they are to return to the original balanced
area of the drum. This will help provide a more articulate and percussive sounding double-stroke roll
without overly increasing the dynamics.

Timeline 13:13 – 15:29

Silence

15:29

Forte-piano into closed roll (fp)

15:29 – 16:26

Crescendo from p to f

“Bee Swarm & Gallop” (16:26 – 17:49)
Overview – This section is perhaps the most technically demanding to play. Players 2, 3, 4 ,6, 7 & 8
will be given an ostinato figure that they are to repeat over a given time period. Some of these
motifs are challenging and players should practice these to make them sound secure. Individual
rhythms are not intended to have a particular tempo. Instead, a tempo range is suggested, players
should avoid locking into each other. The contrasting tempos of each rhythm are applied to create
the overall jarring texture. On a structural basis, it is relatively straightforward. Timings for starting
and stopping the ostinato figures are given in the timeline. Towards the latter stages of this section,
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players are directed to break into a closed roll with one hand playing simple single strokes. The buzz
against the single stroke creates a “gallop” texture. Again, timings will be directed in the timeline.
Role – As player 7, you will be given a repeated rhythm that you must play when directed in the
timeline (see notation below). Continue to repeat this rhythm during the times stated, when told to
stop, return to a closed roll. Your ostinato rhythm will change abruptly to the gallop rhythm at 17:04.
Your rhythm is challenging to play, ensure you have a strong double stroke roll prior to attempting
player 7.

Notation - As player 7, this is the ostinato figure you will be repeating as directed.

When you are instructed to begin the “gallop” (Gallop Start), all you are simply required to stop one
hand from creating a “buzz” as part of a closed roll. In the below example we can see that the right
hand is no longer taking part in the closed roll and is simply playing single strokes. This is how the
“gallop” texture is achieved.

Playing areas - During this section we need to have a balance of
shell resonance and snare response. Thus, playing the snare
drum slightly off-centre will be the ‘sweet spot’ for this section.

Timeline 16:26 – 16:45

Begin ostinato rhythm - mp

16:45 – 16:50

Crescendo to mf

16:50 – 17:13

Continue Ostinato - mf
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17:04

Start “Gallop” - mf

17:44

Sudden Accent – f – Stop “Gallop”

17:44 – 17:49

Closed roll – Crescendo from mp to mf

“Samba” (17:49 – 19:03)
Overview: This section and the next section will need to be rehearsed. A complex polyrhythm is
created between the ensemble. All rhythms are played at 130bpm. Player 6 is the first player to
introduce a consistent rhythm, and it is that player who behaves as the metronome. It is absolutely
essential that all players listen to player 6. Player 6 repeats a simple accented rhythm is 3/4 time,
this will be given to individual players on their score. At given points, players are added in either 3/4
or 4/4 time with a different accented rhythm. When instructed in the score, you must wait for beat 1
of player 6 (this will become apparent with notation) and join in at the next available opportunity. Do
not get distracted by other time signatures, just play metronomically and stick to your part. Players
1, 3 & 5 provide textural support and do not have an ostinato figure.

Role: As player 7, you will be given an ostinato figure in the notation. Your job is to listen to player 6
and realise their rhythm. This will also be given in the notation. When you are asked to start your
rhythm/ ostinato, you are to play alongside player 6, starting on beat 1 of player 6’s rhythm. Your
rhythm is in 4/4 time, so will intentionally conflict with the 3/4 rhythm of player 6. The key is to listen
to player 6 and establish a strong sense of pulse. Then, begin your ostinato alongside player 6 when
instructed. Do not listen intently on any other accents that are happening around you, instead, focus
on locking in consistent and steady semi-quavers.

Notation -
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Playing areas - During this section you need to have a balance of shell resonance and snare
response. Thus, playing the snare drum slightly off-centre will be the ‘sweet spot’ for this section.

Timeline 17:49 – 17:58

Continue roll - mf

18:35

Start ostinato rhythm - mf

18:45 – 19:00

Diminuendo to mp

19:00 – 19:03

Stop ostinato rhythm – Closed roll mp

“Party Time” (19:03 – 21:14)
Overview – “Party time” is constructed using the exact same method as “samba”. A polyrhythm is
created using multiple repeated ostinatos from different players. Player 6 is the anchor and serves as
the metronome for the remainder of the ensemble, just like the previous section. There are two
differences to this section. Firstly, the rhythmic motifs are different. Secondly, the tempo is slower
(120bpm). This section uses differing layers to throw the listener. For example, there are moment
where players in 3/4 are directed to stop, leaving only players in 4/4, and vice versa. The listener is
temporarily settled into a continued time signature during these moments, as a temporary form of
regularity. Players 2, 3, 4 6 & 7 will be given an ostinato rhythm to play, the remaining players will
provide textural support.
Role: As player 7, you will be given an ostinato figure in the notation. Your job is to listen to player 6
and realise their rhythm. This will also be given in the notation. When you are asked to start your
rhythm/ ostinato, you are to play alongside player 6, starting on beat 1 of player 6’s rhythm. Your
rhythm is in 4/4 time, so will intentionally conflict with the 3/4 rhythm of player 6. The key is to listen
to player 6 and establish a strong sense of pulse. Then, begin your ostinato alongside player 6 when
instructed. Do not listen intently on any other accents that are happening around you, instead, focus
on locking in consistent and steady semi-quavers.
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Notation -

Playing areas –

Playing areas - During this section, players providing texture (1 & 5) need to have a balance of shell
resonance and snare response. Thus, playing the snare drum slightly off-centre will be the ‘sweet
spot’ for this section. Players providing a rhythmic ostinatio (2,3,4,6 & 7) should play closer towards
the centre. However, avoid playing directly in the middle as too much of the tone will be lost. (See
right diagram above)

Timeline 19:03 – 20:01

Closed roll – mp – Move to appropriate playing area

20:01

Begin ostinato rhythm - mp

20:01 – 21:14

Continue ostinato rhythm
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“Waves front to rear” (21:14 – 25:21)
Overview – This section is long and hypnotic. The intention is to create an environment for the
listener where multiple waves pass from the front of the ensemble to the rear. The dynamic swells
continue for a stretched period and waves subside as player drop out, thinning the texture. Players 8,
1 & 2 provide the swells from the front, and players 4, 5 & 6 respond by echoing these swells to the
rear. This method is approached in the same way as section, “waves left to right”. At given moment
in the timeline, players 8, 1 & 2 will begin to crescendo and diminuendo, creating a steady “hairpin”
of dynamics. Directions such as long, short, medium and mf, f, p will be given. Players are to adhere
to this and practice, so they are familiar with how these fit to the timeline. A short wave should take
approximately 6-7 seconds, whereas a long wave should take approximately 13-14 seconds. Players
7 & 3 are to continue their ostinato from the previous section, “party time”, and will be directed
when to return to a closed roll and die away from the ensemble.

Role – Firstly, you will begin this section by fading out the ostinato rhythm that was created during
the previous section. The timeline will guide you. After you have reduced and settled back into a
closed roll, you will be ready to provide texture for the wave section.
Notation – N/A

Playing areas - During this section we need to have a balance of shell
resonance and snare response. Thus, playing the snare drum slightly
off-centre will be the ‘sweet spot’ for this section. This playing area
will be adopted by players 7 & 3. During the timeline you will be
asked to move towards the edge. Follow this guidance and try and
bring out the tone of of the drum.
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Timeline 21:14 – 21:25

Continue ostinato

21:25

Stop ostinato - closed roll - mf

21:25 – 21:32

Diminuendo to pp

21:32 – 24:48

Silence

24:48

Closed roll – Very close to edge - ppp

24:48 – 25:21

Crescendo to mp

“Lone Drummer - Outro” (25:21 – 27:18)
Overview – This section concludes the work by stripping back the remaining players to leave player 1
alone, as a soloist. After the previous section, players 7, 8, 1, 2 & 3 are left to continue their rolls.
The rest of the ensemble will have faded out naturally as the waves diminished. The goal for this
section is to strip out the weight of the ensemble in the smoothest way possible by removing players.
Role – As player 7, you will be decaying all the way until 26:46 where you will stop. The key is to
focus on getting a smooth closed roll. Follow the guidance on dynamics in the timeline, so that the
ensemble fades out together appropriately.
Notation – N/A
25:21 – 25:46

Diminuendo from mp to pp – normal balanced playing area

25:46

Players 7 & 3 stop

25:46 – 27:18

Silence
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Timeline

“Introduction”

Player 7

0:00 – 1:20

Silence

1:20 – 3:11

Closed roll from mezzo-piano to forte, (mp-f)

3:11 – 3:55

Closed roll from forte to fortissimo, (f-ff)

3:55 – 4:29

Closed roll from fortissimo, crescendo towards accent at 4:29

4:29

Accent, centre of drum

4:29 – 4:39

Silence

“Plague of wasps”
4:39 – 5:20

Silence

5:20 – 5:38

Closed roll from ppp to p. Subtle entry

5:38 – 6:10

Commence “Plague of Wasps”, (See guidance notes)

6:10

Stop “Plague of Wasps”

6:10 – 6:20

Continue roll a piano (p) and crescendo to mezzo-piano (mp)

“Circles moving concurrently”
6:20 – 6:36

Closed roll at mp – Return slowly to appropriate playing area (See guidance
notes)

6:36

Play accent - mf - “Circles moving concurrently” begins.

6:40

Play accent - mf

6:44

Play accent -mf

6:44

Accelerando - Play remaining 6 accents following ensemble – f –
(See guidance notes)

7:05 – 7:29

Closed roll at mf

7:29

Play accent - f

7:29 - 7:36

Closed roll from mf - p
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“Waves left to right”
7:36 – 7:43

Closed roll at p – Move playing area towards edge. (See guidance notes)

7:43

1st wave - mp

7:54

2nd wave - mp

8:03

3rd wave - mf

8:15

4th wave - f

8:28

5th wave - mf

8:40

6th wave - mp

8:50 – 8:58

Continue closed roll - mp

“Circles multiple directions”
8:58 – 9:03

Closed roll – mp - Move to appropriate playing area for section. (See guidance
notes)

9:03

1st pass clockwise - mf - Slow

9:17

2nd pass anticlockwise - f - Quick

9:32

3rd pass clockwise - mf - moderate

9:39 – 10:15

Diminuendo from mp to pp

“Waves left to right - transition”
10:15 - 11:20

Crescendo from pp to p

11:20

1st wave - mp

11:40

2nd wave - mf

11:00

3rd wave - mp

11:10 – 11:21

Diminuendo to pp

11:21

Stop - Silence

“Choral”
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11:21 – 12:35

Silence

12:35 – 13:13

Closed roll – Crescendo from pp to ff

13:13

Abrupt accent (sf)

13:13

Silence

“Flutters”
13:13 – 15:29

Silence

15:29

Forte-piano into closed roll (fp)

15:29 – 16:26

Crescendo from p to f

“Bee Swarm – Gallop”
16:26 – 16:45

Begin ostinato rhythm - mp

16:45 – 16:50

Crescendo to mf

16:50 – 17:13

Continue Ostinato - mf

17:04

Start “Gallop” - mf

17:44

Sudden Accent – f – Stop “Gallop”

17:44 – 17:49

Closed roll – Crescendo from mp to mf

“Samba”
17:49 – 17:58

Continue roll - mf

18:35

Start ostinato rhythm - mf

18:45 – 19:00

Diminuendo to mp

19:00 – 19:03

Stop ostinato rhythm – Closed roll mp

“Party Time”
19:03 – 20:01

Closed roll – mp – Move to appropriate playing area

20:01

Begin ostinato rhythm - mp
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20:01 – 21:14

Continue ostinato rhythm

“Waves front to rear”
21:14 – 21:25

Continue ostinato

21:25

Stop ostinato - closed roll - mf

21:25 – 21:32

Diminuendo to pp

21:32 – 24:48

Silence

24:48

Closed roll – Very close to edge - ppp

24:48 – 25:21

Crescendo to mp

“Lone drummer – Outro”
25:21 – 25:46

Diminuendo from mp to pp – normal balanced playing area

25:46

Players 7 & 3 stop

25:46 – 27:18

Silence - End
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Player 8 - DRUMROLL (2020)

“Introduction” (0:00 – 4:39)
Overview - The introduction section is essentially a layering up of drum rolls over a long period of
time. The texture and dynamics are steadily built towards a final tutti accent played in the centre of
the drum. Players are gradually introduced in a specified order: 1, 2, 8, 3+7, 4+6, then 5. The texture
and intensity continues to build towards the accent at 4:29. After this accent, all players stop their
rolls with the exceptions of players 4, 5 & 6, who transition the ensemble into the next section with a
controlled diminuendo.
Role – As player 8, you are the third player to enter the ensemble, with your entry at 1:15. You must
begin your closed roll softly and continue to crescendo from piano to fortissimo. (p-ff) You will be
following player 1 to control this crescendo, it is important not to peak the crescendo too soon, use
the timeline as a guide. The accent at 4:29 will happen exactly on that second, therefore be alert on
the lead up, and count the seconds leading up as if you were playing at 60bpm.
Notation -

Playing areas -

The closed rolls should be played in the suggested area on the left. The tutti accent needs to have a
short full and fat sound. Therefore, playing the dead spot directly in the centre is advised.

Timeline 0:00 – 1:15

Silence

1:15 - 2:05

Closed roll from pianissimo to mezzo-forte, (p-mf)

2:05 - 3:11

Closed roll from mezzo-forte to forte, (mf-f)
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3:11 – 3:55

Closed roll from forte to fortissimo, (f-ff)

3:55 – 4:29

Closed roll from fortissimo, crescendo towards accent at 4:29

4:29

Accent, centre of drum

4:29 – 4:39

Silence

“Plague of wasps” (4:39 – 6:20) - TACET
Overview – During this section, only players 1, 3, 5 and 7 are used to create the movement. This
section creates an effect whereby the listener is somewhat disorientated by quick interjection of
random intensity. The players will roll towards the edge of the drum to emulate a timbre, which
collectively, should embody the sound of wasps moving around the headspace.
Role – N/A
Timeline 4:39 – 6:20

Silence

“Circles moving concurrently” (6:20 – 7:36)
Overview – This section is by far the most challenging for the ensemble to accomplish. Players 7 & 3
(left and right), play an accent together within a roll. This accent is then passed around the ensemble
clock-wise. Consequently, players 4 & 8 are the next pair of players to accent in unison. This motion
is continued clockwise in pairs for a total of 4 complete passes which consists of 8 accents per
player. The tempo of the accents are initially dictated by the clock, i.e. 1 accent per second/ or
60bpm. After one complete pass, the ensemble is to dramatically accelerando at a chosen pace by
the collective. This section ends by returning to the closed roll with a final singular accent being
passed anti-clockwise from player 1.
Role - As player 8, you must be alerted to accents
that are approaching from your right, especially
player 7. Your job is to echo the accent to continue
the passing of the accent clockwise. At the same
time, you must also be aware that you should be in
unison with player 4, as two accents are ultimately
being passed around the ensemble. (See diagram)
Everyone in the ensemble must practice this
section together to secure the movement,
particularly during the accelerando. This section
concludes with a singular accent being passed
anti-clockwise from Player 1. This part is relatively
easy as specific timing will be given for the
responses in the timeline.
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Notation – The accented roll could be expressed like the following example:

The aim is to simply accent part of the roll when required and return to your original dynamic.
Playing areas - During this section we need to have a balance
of shell resonance and snare response. Thus, playing the snare
drum slightly off-centre will be the ‘sweet spot’ for this
section.

Timeline 6:20 – 6:36

Closed roll at mp – Return slowly to appropriate playing area (See guidance notes)

6:36

“Circles moving concurrently” begins.

6:37

Play accent - mf

6:41

Play accent -mf

6:42

Accelerando - Play remaining 6 accents following ensemble – f –
(See guidance notes)

7:05 – 7:28

Closed roll at mf

7:28

Play accent - f

7:34 - 7:36

Closed roll from mf - p

“Waves left to right” (7:36 – 8:58)
Overview: During this section, the ensemble creates a sensation where the audience experience a
number of wave passing over them from left to right. This is achieved by dynamic swells starting with
players 6, 7 & 8. Players 2, 3 & 4 respond by swelling as players 6, 7 & 8 diminuendo. In short, the
two halves of the ensemble do the opposite from each other so the crescendo passes from left to
right. Players 1 & 5 do nothing other than maintain a closed roll at pianissimo (pp).
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Notation: The behaviour of the swells can be expressed in the example below:

Playing areas – As you begin to crescendo during the
swells, move your sticks to a more central part of the
drum. On the diminuendo, return to an area of the drum
approximately 2 inches from the edge.
Role – As player 8, you must listen carefully to player 7.
You will be initiating each wave in unison with them. As
you diminuendo from each wave, players 2, 3 & 4 will
begin to crescendo, echoing your wave from left to right.

Timeline 7:36 – 7:43

Closed roll at p – Move playing area towards edge. (See guidance notes)

7:43

1st wave - mp

7:54

2nd wave - mp
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8:03

3rd wave - mf

8:15

4th wave - f

8:28

5th wave - mf

8:40

6th wave - mp

8:50 – 8:58

Continue closed roll - mp

“Circles - multiple directions” (8:58 – 10:08)
Overview: During the section, accents are passed around the audience in a circular motion. Unlike
the first circular section, the circular accent begins from player 5, and only one accent is passed each
time. There are only three passes of this idea (clockwise, anticlockwise then clockwise). The tempo in
which the accent is passed is stated in the timeline for each pass i.e., moderate, quick etc. Nothing is
played precisely to definite beats per minute, so an agreement must be made by the ensemble on
tempo.

Role – As player 8, you will be the 4th player to play the accent if the movement is clockwise, and the
6th player to accent if movement is anticlockwise. Timing will be given in the score for each pass, you
will react immediately after the players to your left and right. (1 & 7)
Notation – The accented roll could be expressed like the following example:

The aim is to achieve a short accent in response to player 5 at the correct time.
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Playing areas - During this section we need to have a balance of shell
resonance and snare response. Thus, playing the snare drum slightly
off-centre will be the ‘sweet spot’ for this section.

Timeline 8:58 – 9:03

Closed roll – mp - Move to appropriate playing area for section. (See guidance notes)

9:03

1st pass clockwise - mf - Slow

9:17

2nd pass anticlockwise - f - Quick

9:32

3rd pass clockwise - mf - moderate

9:39 – 10:15

Diminuendo from mp to pp

10:15

Stop - Silence

“Waves left to right - transition” (10:08– 11:21)
Overview – This section behaves in the same way to
“Waves left to right”. This section is constructed as a
moment of respite to segue into the next section.
Only players 3, 7 and 5 are active during this section.
3 “waves” are passed from player 7 to player 3 and
timings will be given in the timeline. Player 5 will
simply continue to roll to provide an anchor for this
section.

Role – TACET – Remaining players should prepare for
the next section
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“Choral” (11:21– 13:13)
Overview – The choral section is a section where players are layered back up into the ensemble. The
blend of engaged and disengaged snares is adopted to create a homogenous chord like character.
Players 2, 4, 6 & 8 are to disengage their snares and perform a passing of an accented motif
between themselves. The accent begins with player 8, then 2, then 4, then 6. As this cycle continues
in a clockwise manner (returning to 8 and repeating cycle), the speed steadily increases as the
dynamics begin to grow. Metaphorically, like a helicopter blade building up momentum. Players 1, 3,
5 & 7 are simply added at different points to thicken the texture, they will act as the underlining
drum roll anchor. All 4 disengaged players play a sudden accent at precisely 12:30. The ensemble
crescendo together and more players are added. Then, the ensemble heads towards a final tutti
accent at 13:13, which concludes the section.

Role: As player 8, you will be important in initiating this “helicopter” style accelerando between
players 8, 2, 4 & 6. Your job is to begin the accent at the given time stamp. Players will then copy you
in order from yourself, then 2, then 4, then 6. You are to continue this movement and gradually get
louder and quicker as a team. You must work together to make this build sound smooth. Your snares
will be disengaged from your entry at 11:43.

Notation – The accented roll could be expressed like the following example:
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Playing areas:

Players 2, 4, 6 & 8 are to play their rolls with each hand spaced apart just off-centre. (See left
diagram) The aim is to achieve maximum resonance from the shell. Playing the roll more open with
slightly more space between notes will help encourage resonance. Playing too far from the centre or
too closely will result in a dead or thin timbre. The remaining players, who have engaged snares, are
to play in the balanced playing area slightly off-centre from the snares.
Timeline 11:21 – 11:43

Silence

11:43 – 12:08

Closed roll - p

12:08

Begin “Choral” accents “8, 2, 4, 6, 8, 4, 2, 6…”

12:08 – 12:30

Accelerando and Crescendo – p - f

12:30

Sudden Accent (sf) – Stop “Choral” accents

12:30 – 12:43

Diminuendo to - pp

12:43

Stop and engage snares

12:55 – 13:13

Crescendo to ff

13:13

Abrupt accent (sf) then silence

“Flutters” (13:13 – 16:26)
Overview – This is one of the longer sections in this work. The aim of the “flutter” section is to create
an atmosphere for the listener where small “flutter-like” interjections bounce around the ensemble.
This is achieved by individual players abruptly breaking into small open double-stroke roll
exposures. These interjections only last for 1 crotchet, at the hand speed in which the player is
rolling. Players participating in these interjections (1, 2, 4, 5, 6 & 8), will be given an interval in time
i.e. 4 seconds, 5 seconds. They are to watch the clock and interject their double-stroke motifs at
those time intervals when they are asked to “begin flutters”. They are to return to the closed roll
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between each exposure. Everything else will be directed by the timeline. Players 7 & 3 will not play
any double stroke rolls, instead they are to provide closed roll texture which will be indicated in the
timeline. It is important not to over-play accents during the double-stroke interjections, the passing
of these exposures should sound textural, rather than rhythmic.

Role – As player 8, you are to interject with a double stroke roll motif every 4 second. Do this when
directed in the timeline. It is important to watch the clock and count carefully. If the second does not
line up precisely with your leading hand, this is okay. Begin the double stroke roll at the next
available and appropriate hand.
Notation – The interjection would be expressed like this if notated:

Playing areas -

When playing the double stroke roll exposure, the player should move to a more central and dead
area of the drum. When they are playing the closed roll, they are to return to the original balanced
area of the drum. This will help provide a more articulate and percussive sounding double-stroke roll
without overly increasing the dynamics.
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Timeline 13:13 – 14:20

Silence

14:20

Begin flutters – mp – 4 second intervals

15:07

Stop flutters

15:07 – 15:15

Closed roll diminuendo from mp to pp

15:15 – 15:29

Closed roll crescendo from pp to mf

15:29

Begin flutters – mf – 4 second intervals

16:00

Stop flutters

16:00 – 16:11

Diminuendo from mf to pp

16:11

Stop - Silence

“Bee Swarm & Gallop” (16:26 – 17:49)
Overview – This section is perhaps the most technically demanding to play. Players 2, 3, 4 ,6, 7 & 8
will be given an ostinato figure that they are to repeat over a given time period. Some of these
motifs are challenging and players should practice these to make them sound secure. Individual
rhythms are not intended to have a particular tempo. Instead, a tempo range is suggested, players
should avoid locking into each other. The contrasting tempos of each rhythm are applied to create
the overall jarring texture. On a structural basis, it is relatively straightforward. Timings for starting
and stopping the ostinato figures are given in the timeline. Towards the latter stages of this section,
players are directed to break into a closed roll with one hand playing simple single strokes. The buzz
against the single stroke creates a “gallop” texture. Again, timings will be directed in the timeline.
Role – As player 8, you will be given a repeated rhythm that you must play when directed in the
timeline (see notation below). Continue to repeat this during the times stated, when told to stop,
return to a closed roll. Your ostinato rhythm will change abruptly to the gallop rhythm at 16:58.

Notation - As player 8, this is the ostinato figure you will be repeating as directed.

When you are instructed to begin the “gallop” (Gallop Start), all you are simply required to stop one
hand from creating a “buzz” as part of a closed roll. In the below example we can see that the right
hand is no longer taking part in the closed roll and is simply playing single strokes. This is how the
“gallop” texture is achieved.
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Playing areas - During this section we need to have a balance of
shell resonance and snare response. Thus, playing the snare
drum slightly off-centre will be the ‘sweet spot’ for this section.

Timeline 16:26 – 16:45

Begin ostinato rhythm - mp

16:45 – 16:58

Crescendo to mf

16:58

Start “Gallop” - mf

17:46

Sudden Accent – f – Stop “Gallop”

17:46 – 17:49

Closed roll – Diminuendo to mp

“Samba” (17:49 – 19:03)
Overview: This section and the next section will need to be rehearsed. A complex polyrhythm is
created between the ensemble. All rhythms are played at 130bpm. Player 6 is the first player to
introduce a consistent rhythm, and it is that player who behaves as the metronome. It is absolutely
essential that all players listen to player 6. Player 6 repeats a simple accented rhythm is 3/4 time,
this will be given to individual players on their score. At given points, players are added in either 3/4
or 4/4 time with a different accented rhythm. When instructed in the score, you must wait for beat 1
of player 6 (this will become apparent with notation) and join in at the next available opportunity. Do
not get distracted by other time signatures, just play metronomically and stick to your part. Players
1, 3 & 5 provide textural support and do not have an ostinato figure.
Role: As Player 8, you will be given an ostinato figure in the notation. Your job is to listen to player 6
and realise their rhythm. This will also be given in the notation. When you are asked to start your
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rhythm/ ostinato, you are to play alongside player 6, starting on beat 1 of player 6’s rhythm. Other
players will be playing in a different time signature, so it is important to listen to player 6 and
establish your own solid sense of time.
Notation -

Playing areas - During this section you need to have a balance of shell resonance and snare
response. Thus, playing the snare drum slightly off-centre will be the ‘sweet spot’ for this section.

Timeline 17:49 – 18:08

Closed roll - mp

18:08 – 18:45

Start ostinato rhythm - mf

18:45 – 19:03

Diminuendo to pp

19:03

Stop ostinato rhythm – Silence
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“Party Time” (19:03 – 21:14) - TACET
Overview – “Party time” is constructed using the exact same method as “samba”. A polyrhythm is
created using multiple repeated ostinatos from different players. Player 6 is the anchor and serves as
the metronome for the remainder of the ensemble, just like the previous section. There are two
differences to this section. Firstly, the rhythmic motifs are different. Secondly, the tempo is slower
(120bpm). This section uses differing layers to throw the listener. For example, there are moment
where players in 3/4 are directed to stop, leaving only player 4/4, and vice versa. The listener is
temporarily settled into a continued time signature during these moments, as a temporary form of
regularity. Players 2, 3, 4 6 & 7 will be given an ostinato rhythm to play, the remaining players will
provide textural support.
Role: As Player 8, you are TACET for this section.
Notation – N/A
Playing areas – N/A
Timeline 19:03 – 21:14

Silence

“Waves front to rear” (21:14 – 25:21)
Overview – This section is long and hypnotic. The
intention is to create an environment for the listener
where multiple waves pass from the front of the
ensemble to the rear. The dynamic swells continue
for a stretched period and waves subside as player
drop out, thinning the texture. Players 8, 1 & 2
provide the swells from the front, and players 4, 5 &
6 respond by echoing these swells to the rear. This
method is approached in the same way as section,
“waves left to right”. At given moment in the
timeline, players 8, 1 & 2 will begin to crescendo and
diminuendo, creating a steady “hairpin” of dynamics.
Directions such as long, short, medium and mf, f, p
will be given. Players are to adhere to this and
practice, so they are familiar with how these fit to the
timeline. A short wave should take approximately 6-7
seconds, whereas a long wave should take
approximately 13-14 seconds. Players 7 & 3 are to
continue their ostinato from the previous section,
“party time”, and will be directed when to return to a
closed roll and die away from the ensemble.
Role – As player 8, you will be central to controlling the duration and volume of each wave from the
front. Your job is to read the timings and description of each wave in the timeline. Listen to player 1
and take their lead for controlling each wave. Be mindful about upcoming waves and do not
crescendo for longer than you need to.
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Notation -

Players 6, 5 & 4 are to begin their crescendo when they hear players 8, 1 & 2 getting quieter. This
will create the movement of passing from the front of the ensemble to the rear.

Playing areas – During this section players should move
their stick towards the centre of the drum as they
crescendo through each wave. Once they have peaked
and begin to diminuendo, they should return to a playing
area a couple of inches away from the edge. This will help
make the wave sound as though it moves away into the
distance, as the snare begins to lose presence.

Timeline 21:14 – 21:20

Closed roll – p - Move to edge of drum – new playing area

21:20

1st Wave – Short - mp

21:30

2nd Wave – Short - mp

21:40

3rd Wave – Medium - mp

22:01

4th Wave – Short - mp

22:24

5th Wave – Short - mf

22:34

6th Wave – Short - mf

22:52

7th Wave – Medium - mf

23:08

8th Wave – Long - f

23:27

9th Wave – Short - mf
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23:38

10th Wave – Short - mf

23:49

11th Wave – Short - mp

24:01

12th Wave – Short - mp

24:13

13th Wave – long - p

24:38

14th Wave – long - p

24:55

15th Wave – long - p

25:12

“Waves front to rear”- Stop

25:12 – 25:21

Crescendo to mp with settled smooth closed roll

“Lone Drummer - Outro” (25:21 – 27:18)
Overview – This section concludes the work by stripping back the remaining players to leave player 1
alone, as a soloist. After the previous section, players 7, 8, 1, 2 & 3 are left to continue their rolls.
The rest of the ensemble will have faded out naturally as the waves diminished. The goal for this
section is to strip out the weight of the ensemble in the smoothest way possible by removing players.
Role – As player 8, you will be decaying all the way until 26:20 where you will stop. The key is to
focus on getting a smooth closed roll. Follow the guidance on dynamics in the timeline, so that the
ensemble fades out together appropriately. You will be working in unison with player 2 throughout
this section, work together to fade out together.
Notation – N/A

Playing areas - During this section you need to have a balance
of shell resonance and snare response. Thus, playing the snare
drum slightly off-centre will be the ‘sweet spot’ for this section.
All remaining players are looking for a more traditional
balanced sounding snare drum roll.

Timeline 25:21 – 25:46

Closed roll – mp – Adopt new playing area (See guidance notes)

25:46

Players 7 & 3 stop

25:46 - 26:20

Diminuendo from mp to pp
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26:20

Player 8 & 2 stop

26:20 – 27:18

Silence

Timeline

“Introduction”

Player 8

0:00 – 1:15

Silence

1:15 - 2:05

Closed roll from pianissimo to mezzo-forte, (p-mf)

2:05 - 3:11

Closed roll from mezzo-forte to forte, (mf-f)

3:11 – 3:55

Closed roll from forte to fortissimo, (f-ff)

3:55 – 4:29

Closed roll from fortissimo, crescendo towards accent at 4:29

4:29

Accent, centre of drum

4:29 – 4:39

Silence

“Plague of wasps”
4:39 – 6:20

Silence

“Circles moving concurrently”
6:20 – 6:36

Closed roll at mp – Return slowly to appropriate playing area (See guidance
notes)

6:36

“Circles moving concurrently” begins.

6:37

Play accent - mf

6:41

Play accent -mf

6:42

Accelerando - Play remaining 6 accents following ensemble – f –
(See guidance notes)

7:05 – 7:28

Closed roll at mf

7:28

Play accent - f
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7:34 - 7:36

Closed roll from mf - p

“Waves left to right”
7:36 – 7:43

Closed roll at p – Move playing area towards edge. (See guidance notes)

7:43

1st wave - mp

7:54

2nd wave - mp

8:03

3rd wave - mf

8:15

4th wave - f

8:28

5th wave - mf

8:40

6th wave - mp

8:50 – 8:58

Continue closed roll - mp

“Circles multiple directions”
8:58 – 9:03

Closed roll – mp - Move to appropriate playing area for section. (See guidance
notes)

9:03

1st pass clockwise - mf - Slow

9:17

2nd pass anticlockwise - f - Quick

9:32

3rd pass clockwise - mf - moderate

9:39 – 10:15

Diminuendo from mp to pp

10:15

Stop - Silence

“Waves left to right - transition”
10:15 – 11:21

Silence

“Choral”
11:21 – 11:43

Silence

11:43 – 12:08

Closed roll - p

12:08

Begin “Choral” accents “8, 2, 4, 6, 8, 4, 2, 6…”
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12:08 – 12:30

Accelerando and Crescendo – p - f

12:30

Sudden Accent (sf) – Stop “Choral” accents

12:30 – 22:43

Diminuendo to - pp

12:43

Stop and engage snares

12:55 – 13:13

Closed roll crescendo to ff

13:13

Abrupt accent (sf) then silence

“Flutters”
13:13 – 14:20

Silence

14:20

Begin flutters – mp – 4 second intervals

15:07

Stop flutters

15:07 – 15:15

Closed roll diminuendo from mp to pp

15:15 – 15:29

Closed roll crescendo from pp to mf

15:29

Begin flutters – mf – 4 second intervals

16:00

Stop flutters

16:0 – 16:11

Diminuendo from mf to pp

16:11 – 16:26

Stop - Silence

“Bee Swarm – Gallop”
16:26 – 16:45

Begin ostinato rhythm - mp

16:45 – 16:58

Crescendo to mf

16:58

Start “Gallop” - mf

17:46

Sudden Accent – f – Stop “Gallop”

17:46 – 17:49

Closed roll – Diminuendo to mp

“Samba”
17:49 – 18:08

Closed roll - mp
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18:08 – 18:45

Start ostinato rhythm - mf

18:45 – 19:03

Diminuendo to pp

19:03

Stop ostinato rhythm – silence

“Party Time”- TACET
19:03 – 21:14

Silence

“Waves front to rear”
21:14 – 21:20

Closed roll – p - Move to edge of drum – new playing area

21:20

1st Wave – Short - mp

21:30

2nd Wave – Short - mp

21:40

3rd Wave – Medium - mp

22:01

4th Wave – Short - mp

22:24

5th Wave – Short - mf

22:34

6th Wave – Short - mf

22:52

7th Wave – Medium - mf

23:08

8th Wave – Long - f

23:27

9th Wave – Short - mf

23:38

10th Wave – Short - mf

23:49

11th Wave – Short - mp

24:01

12th Wave – Short - mp

24:13

13th Wave – long - p

24:38

14th Wave – long - p

24:55

15th Wave – long - p

25:12

“Waves front to rear”- Stop

25:12 – 25:21

Crescendo to mp with settled smooth closed roll
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“Lone drummer – Outro”
25:21 – 25:46

Closed roll – mp – Adopt new playing area (See guidance notes)

25:46

Players 7 & 3 stop

25:46 - 26:20

Diminuendo from mp to pp

26:20

Player 8 & 2 stop

26:20 – 27:18

Silence
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